
M DISTRICT OF

fission
ON THE FRASER

Regular Council Agenda
September 8, 2009 — 6:30 p.m.

Council Chambers
8645 Stave Lake Street, Mission, BC

1. DELEGATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS

(a) 	 Abe Neufeld, Mission Association for Seniors' Housing 	 Page 4
Re: Busy Bus

2. ADOPTION OF INFORMATIONAL ITEMS

(a) Mission Arts Council Request for Advance 	 Page 6

(b) Promotion of Mission Adopt-A-Block's Voluntary Code of Practices 	 Page 7

(c) Forest Practices Board Audit on Mission Tree Farm Licence 26 	 Page 8

(d) GamesTown 2010 	 Page 11

(e) Update on Spirit Square 	 Page 12

(f) Gary Huntbatch — Letter to the Editor re: Pollution 	 Page 14

(g) Notes of the Cultural Resources Commission Meeting held on 	 Page 16
May 19, 2009

(h) Minutes of the Cultural Resources Commission Meeting held on 	 Page 17
June 16, 2009

3. RESOLUTION TO RESOLVE INTO COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE

4. PLANNING

(a) Third Reading Report for R08-005 (Castro) — 33043 — 2nd Avenue 	 Page 19
*Reconsideration pursuant to Section 131 of Community Charter

(b) Third Reading Report for 33344 — 4 th Avenue (Dinahan) 	 Page 29

(c) 	 Minutes of the Regular Meeting of Council (Public Hearing) held on 	 Page 39
August 24, 2009
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5. FORESTRY

(a) 	 Log Marketing/Dry Land Sort Agreement Extension 	 Page 50

6. PARKS, RECREATION AND CULTURE

(a) 	 Basic Skills Contract
	

Page 52
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(b) 	 Adoption of Parks, Trails and Bicycle Master Plan 	 Page 53
(distributed under separate cover)

	

7. 	 ENGINEERING AND PUBLIC WORKS

(a) Metering of all Residential Water Services (Universal Metering) and 	 Page 54
Retrofitting of Existing Commercial/Multi-Family Meter Installations

(b) Ministry of Environment Butterfly and Oregon Forestsnail Surveys 	 Page 57

(c) 	 Chickens in Residential Areas 	 Page 58

(d) Presentation from John Steiner re: Regional Transportation Study 	 Page 66

(e) Out of Town Gypsum Rate 	 Page 67

(f) 	 Minutes of the Downtown Revitalization Task Force Meeting held on 	 Page 68
July 21, 2009

	

8. 	 PUBLIC SAFETY AND HEALTH

(a) 	 Backyard Burning — correspondence from E. Kuppers and G. Woods 	 Page 71

	

9. 	 ADMINISTRATION AND FINANCE

(a) Business Licence Statistics and Compliance 	 Page 73

(b) The Center for Epilepsy and Seizure Education 	 Page 74
Re: Fundraising

10. RESOLUTION TO RISE AND REPORT

11. ADOPTION OF COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE REPORT

12. BYLAWS

(a) 	 District of Mission Zoning Amending Bylaw 5018-2009-
3143(324) (R08-001 — Dinahan) — a bylaw to rezone property at
33344 — 4th Avenue from RT-1 Two Unit Urban Residential
zone to RS-1A One Unit Small Lot Urban Residential zone

Third Reading

(b) District of Mission Zoning Amending Bylaw 5007-2008- 	 Third Reading
3143(319) (R08-005-Castro) - a bylaw to rezone the properties
located at 33043 2 nd Avenue from RT-1 Two Unit Urban
Residential zone to P-2 Special Institutional zone

(c) District of Mission Zoning Amending Bylaw 5057-2009- 	 Third Reading
3143(332) (R09-009 — Elson) — a bylaw to rezone property
located at 33683 Ferndale Avenue from RU-1 Rural One zone
to CD-21 Comprehensive Development zone

(d) 	 District of Mission Dog Licencing and Animal Control and 	 Adoption
Impounding Amending Bylaw 5060-2009-1782(22) — a bylaw to
amend Section 5.3 by deleting the words "or any unlicensed
dog"
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(e) 	 District of Mission Refuse Collection and Disposal Amending
Bylaw 5062-2009-1387(46) — a bylaw to make a housekeeping
amendment to Schedule A

First, Second and
Third Readings 

13. MINUTES

(a) Special Council Meeting — June 25, 2009 	 Page 77

(b) Regular Council Meeting — August 17, 2009 	 Page 81

(c) 	 Regular Council Meeting — August 24, 2009 (Public Hearing) 	 Page 39

14. OTHER BUSINESS

15. CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER'S REPORT

16. MAYOR'S REPORT

17. COUNCILLOR'S REPORTS ON COMMITTEES, BOARDS, AND ACTIVITIES

18. QUESTION PERIOD

19. ADJOURNMENT



Mission Association for Senior Housing

Busy Bus Committee

Background Information

Mission Association for Senior Housing (MASH), is in the process of securing funding
for the purchase of a replacement bus for our Seniors. This bus will provide
transportation to destination events and enhance the quality of life enjoyed by our valued
Seniors.

Our current Busy Bus was purchased some twelve years ago, through the generous
donations of service clubs and numerous significant community partners. The District of
Mission was one of the significant community partner's in that funding event!

While this Bus has served our Seniors well it is in need of being replaced as it is nearing
the end of its reliable operational life.

We are pleased to report that once again the Mission Community has responded
generously to our requests for financial assistance . We have been able to solicit
$130,000 of the required $179.000 for the purchase of the new Bus. Our fund raising
personal are continuing to work hard to obtain the additional $50,000 we require to
complete the purchase. We anticipate taking position of the new Busy Bus by September
30, 2009.

The Busy Bus will be owned and operated by the Mission Association for Senior
Housing, for the exclusive use of Mission's Community Seniors. We are in the process
of recruiting a core of qualified volunteer drivers who will ensure the availability and
accessibility of the Busy Bus as and when required.

Request for Assistance

On behalf of MASH and the Busy Bus Committee, we are inviting the District of
Mission Council, to become a significant community partner by providing "in kind
funding" for this worthy project for Mission's Seniors!

We are requesting approval to continue to enjoy secure parking for the Busy Bus, when it
is not in use, at the Public Works Yard . In addition we are requesting that the District of
Mission provide ongoing operational Maintenance for the Busy Bus. The new 2009 Busy
Bus, comes with a warranty and should only require a minimum of servicing in its initial
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5 years of operation.

We look forward to receiving your positive response at your earliest feasible opportunity.

The Busy Bus will provide appropriate decaled acknowledgment of its significant
community funding partners!

I and my committee members look forward to providing additional detailed clarifying
information if required by Staff and Council.

Respectfully Submitted on behalf of MASH and the Busy Bus Committee (BBC).
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Abe Neufeld
Chair

Busy Bus Committee

Lloyd Davies
Brian Fawcett
Sue Gillies
Mark Henrickson
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File Category:
	

FIN.GRA.FEE(2010)
File Folder:
	

Mission Arts Council

To: 	 Chief Administrative Officer

From: 	 Director of Corporate Administration

Date: 	 August 19, 2009

Subject: 	 Mission Arts Council Request for Advance

At its August 17, 2009 regular meeting, council received a letter from the president
of the Mission Arts Council (MAC) requesting an advance on its 2010 fee for service
grant. The request was based on a recent decision by the provincial government to
freeze gaming grants to non-profit organizations.

Council resolved that staff prepare a report outlining options regarding any advance
on the 2010 fee for service grant, to MAC.

At that same meeting council also approved a one-time grant to MAC to cover costs
for the "Mission house post", a gift to our sister city Oyama Japan. The costs
included payment to the artist who carved the house post, and reimbursement to
the MAC executive director who had personally paid the costs for shipping the
house post to Oyama.

I have since been advised by MAC that their inability to pay the costs for the house
post was the reason that it was requesting an advance.

That being the case, there is no further action required regarding an advance from
the 2010 fee for service grant.

Dennis Clark
g: \cow \ 2009 	 tember 8 \mac advance.doc
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File Category: INF.WAS.RED
File Folder: Litter and Illegal Dumping

To: 	 Chief Administrative Officer

From: 	 Manager of Environmental Services

Date: 	 August 24, 2009

Subject: 	 Promotion of Mission Adopt-A-Block's Voluntary Code of Practices

Recommendation

That this report be received as information.

Background

This report is being provided as follow-up to Council's April 6, 2009 request for the how the
District could assist Adopt-A-Block with promoting their Voluntary Code of Practices — Litter
Control Program for Businesses. Staff has spoken with Adopt-A-Block and proposes the
following:

• Include a description of the program on the District's website and link to Adopt-A-
Block's website

• Include program information with other waste management literature that is
available at the Engineering Counter

• Have the mayor send a letter of appreciation to each participating business

• City page article

• Nominate a participating business for applicable awards

Other promotion activities will be explored as they arise.

Mike Younie

Manager of Environmental Services
FAENGINEER\MYOUNIE\Memos\Adopt-A-Block promotion.doc
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FORESTRY DEPARTMENT

File Category: FOR.TIM.HAR.AUD.
File Folder: Forest Practices Board Audit 2009

To: 	 Chief Administrative Officer

From: 	 Director of Forest Management

Date: 	 August 27, 2009

Subject: 	 Forest Practices Board Audit on Mission Tree Farm Licence 26

We were recently notified by the Forest Practices Board (FPB) that they are planning a full
scope forest management practices audit on Mission TFL 26 starting September 28.

The FPB is a 'forest watchdog' agency set up under BC law, although it has an arms-length
relationship from government. Its mandate is to hold government and the forest industry publicly
accountable for forestry practices (attached brochure). It chooses which operations to audit, and
its reports are published without government revisions or comments. Primarily it conducts audits
and investigations and issues public reports on how well industry and government are meeting
the intent of British Columbia's forest practices legislation. While the FPB does not lay penalties,
its recommendations have led to improved forest practices, stronger government decision-
making processes and better communication to manage risks to the environment.

THE FPB conducts some investigations or audits based on public complaints but also does
many by random choice, of which the latter is the category our audit fits into. In the fourteen
years since the FPB was created, we have never had an audit by them.

Some details we have been told about the FPB forest practices audit are:

• Once they have chosen and requested an audit, it is virtually certain it will happen
regardless of any reasons otherwise provided by the licensee.

• Their audit team will be two Registered Professional Foresters and one Professional
Engineer, possibly augmented part-time by other resource-related professionals.

• The audit will cover activities over two years since Sept. 1, 2007.

• It is a full scope audit which could take several days and will look at about 2/3 of the
applicable activity areas for harvesting, road construction, road maintenance, silviculture,
fish-passage requirements under forestry roads, fire equipment, planning etc. They plan
to focus on picking the higher risk blocks (i.e. those with creeks, terrain issues etc.).

Due to the full scope of the audit, several members of the Forestry Department will need to
spend a significant amount of time preparing for and/or participating in the audit. This is an
unexpected activity so will involve postponing some other department activities.

When informed by us that TFL 26 is ISO 14001 certified, is audited for this annually and has an
environmental management system in place, the FPB said that they would not necessarily
provide any shortcuts in their audit but did point out that we should have better results due to
the existing systems  we have in place.

Kim Allan, RPF
DIRECTOR OF FOREST MANAGEMENT
FPB audit memo
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MOVING TO A RESULTS-BASED REGIME

The Forest Practices Board focuses on results

rather than process so it is well positioned as it
continues its independent audit and investigation

role under B.C.'s new results-based Forest and
Range Practices Act.

Under the new act, forest companies will prepare

forest stewardship plans that specify the results
they will achieve, and they are accountable for

these results. The board's audits and investigations
will determine whether the results are achieved,

and the board will issue its findings publicly.
The board has influenced the development of the

new regulatory regime, and will continue to play
an active role by participating in matters of

interpretation such as appeals to the Forest

Appeals Commission or the courts.

CONTACT INFORMATION

1675 Douglas Street
PO Box 9905, Stn Prov Gov't
Victoria, British Columbia
Canada V8W 9R1

Phone: (25o) 387-7964, Fax: (25o) 387-7009

Toll Free in BC 1 -80o-994-5899

E-mail: FPBoard@gems9.gov.bc.ca

www.fpb.gov.bc.ca

BRITISH COLUMBIA'S

INDEPENDENT WATCHDOG FOR

SOUND FOREST PRACTICES
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By law, the board must audit government and
industry forestry% prac.tices, and it must deal with
complaints from the public regarding forest

practices and government enforcement. In addition,
it may appeal enforcement decisions and

penalties imposed by government, seek review of
government decisions to approve plans for forestry
operations, arid carry out:special investigations.

The appointed board members represent a broad
range of expertise and experience in forestry and
the environment from across the province.
Its staff of professional foresters, biolog,istS,
accountants and lawyers conduct the audits and
Investigations and report to the board, which
makes .recornifiendatiOns to the fotest industty
or government.

BOARD FINDINGS TO DATE

Since it was created in 1995, the Forest Practices

Board has made more than 280 recommendations
in more than 180 reports on ground-level
examinations of forest practices. The board has
found that forest practices in B.C. have improved,
and continue to improve.

A 2003 study by the board found that B.C. is
doing an excellent job of turning harvested sites
into new, healthy forests. In general, audits and
investigations have found that, among other
things, stream protection has improved, harvest
areas are smaller with more trees left onsite,
logging is less disruptive, and better construction,
maintenance and deactivation is reducing the
environmental impacts of logging roads.

The board encourages continuous improvement
of forest practices in B.C., and has identified the
need for better protection of environmental
values such as scenery, recreation, and threatened
and endangered wildlife. In recent years, it has
called on government to work faster to complete
landscape-level planning and to improve direction
to forest companies to ensure important forest
values are protected.

The board has built on the fact that B.C. is a
leader in third-party certification by integrating
the work of independent certifiers into its own
compliance audits. This reduces costs and time in
the field without reducing standards, and provides

the public with added assurance about the quality
of forest practices and third-party certifications.

including 	 and
wildlife habitat scenic vistas and.soil stability.
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elle Jullion

To: 	 Chief Administrative Officer
From: 	 Executive Assistant
Date: 	 September 1, 2009

Subject: 	 GamesTown 2010

As part of the GamesTown 2010 program, Mission won an early bird draw in May and will receive one
pair of tickets (2 tickets total) for the Women's Curling Gold Medal Event on February 26, 2010 at 3:00
p.m. at the Vancouver Olympic Centre. I have been informed that the tickets will be ready for distribution
hopefully by the end of November, 2009, at which time the Ministry of Healthy Living and Sport will make
arrangements to present the tickets to MLA Randy Hawes.

g.cow sept 8.gamestown.doc
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Mission
ON THE FRASER

FILE: PRO.PLA.WAT
Spirit Square

To: 	 Chief Administrative Officer

From: 	 Director of Planning

Date: 	 September 8, 2009

Subject: 	 Update on Spirit Square

The following provides an update on the Spirit Square.

In a letter to the Ministry of Community Services dated July 27,, 2009, an extension to December
31, 2009 for the completion of the Spirit Square was requested. In addition, a minor amendment
to the Spirit Square contract was requested to include 'foundation work on the dike and dike
improvements' as a feature to ensure that the foundation of the square is an eligible cost.
Approvals for these two amendments to the contract have been approved by the Ministry of
Community Services.

The District of Mission has been selected for the demonstration project for the Experience the
Fraser Project, which includes the planning of a trail network that extends from Hope to the sea.
In addition to $2M for planning the trail, $500,000 has been provided by the province for two
demonstration projects; one in the Lower Mainland and one in the Fraser Valley. A number of
sites were considered in discussions with the Fraser Valley Regional District, who are the lead
for the Experience the Fraser Project in the Fraser Valley. It was decided that the best location
for the demonstration project was as part of the Spirit Square Project and a trail segment that
will extend out from the Spirit Square since the Spirit Square will be one of a number of
trailheads for the Experience the Fraser Trail as well as a community gathered place on the
waterfront.

All requirements for DFO have been completed and MOE approval for working on the dike has
been received.

Phase 1 (foundation) tender documents have been advertised with a proposed construction
start date for the end of September and completion by mid November. Phase 2 (which is the
hard surface for the Spirit Square and landscaping) will begin immediately following completion
of Phase 1 (foundation) with completion of the project on or about December 15.

The License Agreement with the Harbour Authority for use of the federal lands has been
reviewed by both parties and the Harbour Authority is forwarding the agreement to Small Craft
Harbours, Department Fisheries and Oceans for comment prior to the Harbour Authority signing
and returning the agreement to the District of Mission for signature. The agreement will enable
the District of Mission to construct and locate the Spirit Square, trail and dike on these federal
lands, and allow for the periodic maintenance thereof (location as generally shown on
Appendix 1).

Sharon Fletcher
G:COMDEV/Sharon/COW Report/Update on Spirit Square Sept 14 2009.doc
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From: Gary Huntbatch [mailto:c
Sent: Tuesday, August 11, 2009 1:33 PM
To: Information INet
Subject: My Letter 'The Times' paper

Dear Mayor and Council,

Below is a copy of a letter that I just sent to all lower mainland newspapers. (printed
today in the Abbotsford/Mission Times paper) I am sure that you have by now read your copy of the
letter sent out by the Suzuki Foundation in opposition to W-T-E technology, I think that it is very good
timing. Thank you for taking the time to read all that I have sent to you, I hope that you found it and the
letter below useful. On the news last night there was a story on the disappearance of kelp off our coast: I
wonder what will disappear next?

Yours most sincerely ....Gary Huntbatch

Dear Editor,

Did you know that each proposed garbage incinerator will pollute
as much as the defeated SE2 power plant? There was considerable
government opposition in the courts to SE2 but Premier Campbell's
government is now saying that incineration is 'green energy'! Here are some
pieces of a puzzle that you can piece together. SE2 was to be a merchant
power plant selling electricity on the spot market. BC Transmission
Co is installing transmission lines through Tsawwassen to Vancouver island
and into Washington State. All of the planned 'green energy' plants:
Incineration, Run Of The River and Wind Power (the only green) will be tied to
the power transmission lines grid. As the BC Utilities Commission has just
ruled, "we don't need all of this power" so where is it going? To the USA?
A number of Ex BC bureaucrats and MLA's, including ex Attorney General
Geoff Plant, are now involved in some way with these power companies! In
brief: Our government protested the pollution of SE2 but approves 'green
power' alternatives that will pollute this valley by up to at least 6 times. There
is a not so new phenomenon first recorded in 1885 that is now being studied
by NASA as it is growing. The phenomenon is 'Noctilucent Clouds' which are
ice crystals formed around minute dust particles very high up in the
atmosphere. They usually appear after sunset and look like the Aurora
Borealis, photo's are viewable on the internet. Could this spectacle be our view
of the blanket of pollution that will eventually smother the planet. Premier
Campbell has declared that the ruling of BC Utilities Commission is a rebuke of
his 'Green Energy' plan through power privatisation, but could it be that this
said rebuke has merely peeled back the green bringing something very dark to
light.

14
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15
Gary Huntbatch. 	 Abbotsford BC

Note to Editor: Whether or not you support the 'Green' proposals, you live
here, and unless you're planning to move, you and your family will be
breathing in your portion of the toxic soup that will be served up!

3
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District of Mission 	 Meeting Notes: May 19 2009

Cultural Resources Commission
Meeting held at the Mission Leisure Centre Board Room

Day/ date Tuesday, May 19, 2009  Time  9:30 to 10:30am 

Call to order: present: Mike Scudder, Wendy McCormick, Pam Alexis, Myrna
Matthews.
Regrets: Sharon Syrette, Jennie Bice, Suzanne Vermeer, Diana Muntigl
Absent: Linnea Battel, Diana Muntigl, Nancy Arcand. Resignation via email from Rose
Bennett.

As we didn't have a quorum, Pam, who was chairing the meeting, dispensed the agenda.
Sharon Fletcher, District of Mission Town Planner, made a presentation of the progress
of the "Spirit Square".

There are three Art Features set to be part of the square. There is a budget of $20,000 but
if the money isn't spent by the deadline of October 20 th it will be lost.

The three pieces of art include a sturgeon seat/play item, 8 banners 3feet x 15 feet, a
Water Gauge to show the height of the river and mark on it the years of the floods and the
height they reached.

It was suggested that the banners should portray the History on the Mighty Fraser e.g.
commercial fish boats (net), recreation sports fishing, transportation paddle wheeler,
trains.

For recognition the artists would have their pictures and bios on the bulletin board.

Call for entries will be put out. A Jury committee will select the appropriate entries.
A proposal will be made to city council to accept our Arts Policy. This will give us the
guidelines to be followed.

Nancy Arcand will present the conceptual drawings to the Mission Arts Council Board
meeting May 19 th , 2009.

NEXT MEETING: TUESDAY, June 16
Please send agenda items to Chair — Sharon Syrette

Cultural Resources Commission 	 1
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District of Mission 	 Minutes
Cultural Resources Commission

Agenda for the meeting to be held at the Mission Leisure Centre Board Room
Day/ date  Tuesday, JUNE 16, 2009 	Time  9:30 to 11:00 pm 
1. Call to order: all present,
❑ Mike Scudder, regrets
	

Wendy McCormick
	

❑ Pam Alexis
Linnea Battel
	

❑ Myrna Matthews
	

❑ Sharon Syrette
❑ Diana Muntigl
	

❑ Nancy Arcand
	

❑ Jennie Bice
❑ Suzanne Vermeer
	

❑ copy to Heather Stewart

2. Approval of Agenda: Pam moved and Jennie seconded the motion to approve the agenda with
the addition of 5.6 Cultural Management and 7.5 discussion on 2010. Carried. Linnea
volunteered to be Minutes recorder.

3. Minutes of previous meeting: Jennie moved and Myrna seconded the motion that May 19
2009 meeting notes (no quorum) be approved for information. Carried

4. Working Groups
Up-dates and Recommendations for discussion
4.1 Cultural Assets Forum: Report — still needs to be circulated
4.2 Public Arts Policy:

4.2.1 Recommendation to Council: The members discussed the public arts
policy and made one change on page 5 under VI: Setting the Stage: number 2 should
read The Cultural Resources Commission will assist in designing a strategy and action
plan based on the economic and cultural objectives of the Cultural Resources
Management Plan.

Motion: Myrna moved and Diane seconded the motion to forward the Public Arts Policy
dated June 16, 2009 to District of Mission Council for adoption. Carried

The Commission members agreed that we should send Dennis Nokovy of Burnaby Parks and
Recreation Director a copy of the Mission Public. Arts Policy after it is adopted by District of
Mission. and a thank you note and an invitation to speak to the Commission. In addition the
Mission Cultural Resources Commission will issue a press release after the Public Arts Policy is
adopted.

4.2.2 Spirit Square Call for Artists sees attachments. (District Planning Dept): The
members discussed the Call for Artists for the sturgeon climbing feature, historic water level
gauge and the 8 banners be circulated with the deadline of July 10 and that the selected artist
will be contacted by July 30. Sharon, Myrna, Jennie and Nancy will be a Working Group for
this project. It was agreed that there will be 3 different selection committees and that the
Working Group will invite community members to participate.

4.3 Cultural Awards: no report
4.4 Locations: Facilities & Neighbourhood Squares: Myrna reported that Barbara

Strachan is working hard on this project and she and her committee are wishing to
develop a neighbourood square at r and Grand Street.

4.5 Sports Hall of Fame: no report

Cultural Resources Commission Minutes June 16, 2009	 1
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District of Wlission	 Minutes
4.6 Tourism & Economic Impact: Myrna reported on the newly drafted Mission
Tourism Plan that has been drafted.

5. Management Plan and Priorities
5.1 Website progress: Jason has the new logo and will post it on the website.
5.2 Commission Membership: The Mission Cultural Resources Commission
recommends to District of Mission Council appoint Marion Quednau and David Fryer as
members of the Commission. Agreed by consensus.
5.3 Reporting to Council: Rose Bennett has resigned from the Mission Cultural
Resources Commission, and is sending her resignation to Council. Pam and Sharon met
with Rose for an exit interview; she had a number of suggestions, morning meeting time
restricts some people from participating, meetings are too short for in depth discussion.
5.4 Budget and spending commitments: Wendy reported that the Mission Cultural
Resources Commission budget has a balance of $3,461.33 as of April 30, 2009.

Motion: Nancy moved and Pam seconded the motion to contract clerical assistant for the
Mission Cultural Resources Commission from June to December 2009 at a cost of $1200.
Carried.

5.5 Cultural Master Plan review — still to be completed; 2009/10 targets & priorities

5.5. Cultural Infrastructure Survey: PERC has been hired at a cost of $15,000.00 to survey
the need for facilities and physical space in Mission, including needs of seniors and youth. The
chair of the CRC did request that the Commission should be informed about such initiatives
before contracting as they relate to Culture and our mandate.

5.6 2010 Olympic Torch Run- February 8 th , the torch and runners will be at Mission City Hall
early in the morning and run down Stave Lake Street. Myrna M. Pam A, and Wendy Mc.C. will
sit on a planning committee.

6. Events and announcements (agenda incorrectly numbered as item #7)
See the list of events if other events need to be added, please let Sharon S. know before the
minutes are sent to the Commission's members.

Silverhill Hall 90 th Anniversary Celebration: June 20
National Aboriginal Day June 21; celebrations at Mission Market on Saturday and
Mission Friendship Centre on Sunday
Canada Day, July 1 st — Fraser River Heritage Park; dress in your favourite national
costume, historic character or time
Folk Music Festival: July 24, 25
Communities in Bloom Awards & provincial judging July 23 and 24. Awards will be
done at Leisure Centre gym at 7:30 p.m. Myrna M. invites Commission members to
meet and greet the judges at 6:30 p.m. at the Leisure Centre before the ceremony.

8. Next meeting: July 14, 3:00 to 5:00 pm: appetizer/drinks get together for all new and existing
Commission members at Pam Alexis's home. Welcome to swim. Please bring an appetizer.
Location is 34237 Jasper Avenue, Mission.

Meeting adjourned at 11:25 a.m.

Cultural Resources Commission Minutes June 16, 2009
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FILE: PRO.DEV.ZON
R08-005

To: 	 Chief Administrative Officer

From: 	 Senior Planner

Date: 	 August 17, 2009

Subject: 	 Third Reading Report For R08-005 (Castro) — 33043 2nd Avenue

Recommendation

That Zone Amending Bylaw 5007-2008-3143 (319) for property located at 33043 2 nd Avenue
(R08-005) be considered for Third Reading.

Background

An application was received from Aida and Salvador Castro to rezone the property located at
33043 2nd Avenue (Map 1) to accommodate a 15-bed care home. The subject application went
to Public Hearing on January 26, 2009 and at the March 16, 2009 Council meeting, Council
requested that a Third Reading Report be prepared to answer questions and to provide
additional information.

The following is provided, based on the request from the March 16, 2009 Council meeting:

1) The developer is to provide a garbage management plan.
The developer has entered into a contract with Waste Services (CA). All garbage and compost
is picked up on a weekly basis and letters from both the developer and the contractor are
attached as Appendix A and Appendix B.

2) The developer is to address concerns on the use of the old building.

The developer is planning to rent the current care home (33053 2 nd Avenue) as a single family
residence, once the new care home is built. A letter from the developer is attached as
Appendix C.

Staff would require that a restrictive covenant limiting the use to residential be registered on the
subject property as part of the rezoning process.

3) The developer is to advise if the other building will be used as a single residence.
The other building (the residence located at 33027 2 nd Avenue, also owned by the developer)
will continue to be used as a single family residence. According to the developer, this house is
currently rented as a single family residence. The renters of this house do not receive care from
the current care home and nor would they receive care if the new care home was built.

4) The developer is to address concerns about design and how form and character will
fit into the neighbourhood.

The developer met with staff and the following information is provided to Council:
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The proposed care home is a similar scale to the existing care home immediately adjacent to
the site. To the east, the Telus building on 2nd Avenue and the church on the corner of James
and 2nd are larger scale buildings in the neighbourhood, as well as the church on the corner of
2'd Avenue and Grand. A number of the houses on 2nd Avenue are two storeys and the
neighbourhood primarily has two storey buildings or larger buildings. There are also taller
houses on Grand Street, within a half block of the site.

The neighbourhood has a mix of uses and a mix of building sizes. This proposal fits the form
and character of the neighbourhood and will not look out of place. A scaled drawing showing
the proposed care home adjacent to the two houses beside it is attached as Appendix D. The
developer's architect has provided comments about the design of the proposal (Appendix E).

5) The developer is to advise how the third building will be used in connection with the
other two buildings.

I presume Council is referring to the single family residence located at 33027 2nd Avenue that is
referred to in item 3 above. According to the developer, the single family residence is rented
and these renters are not receiving care from the existing care home nor would they receive
care from the new care home, if built.

However, if Council is referring to the old care home or the proposed new care home as the
third building (rather than the single family residence) the answer is the same in that the only
connection between the three buildings is that the Castros (developer) are the landlord for all
three buildings..

6) What will be the use for all the buildings and not just the new building?
Please see the answers for items 2, 3, and 5 in this memorandum and the letter attached as
Appendix C.

7) Is the Ministry of Health in support?
The Ministry of Health (Fraser Health) is in support of the proposed care home and their letter
dated July 26, 2009 is attached as Appendix F.

8) What is the maximum amount of individuals permitted?
From review of the Fraser Health letter submitted (Appendix F), fifteen beds are allowed.
However, at this time they have not confirmed in writing that the fifteenth bed would be funded
by the Ministry. The developer has advised that in discussions with Fraser Health staff there
appears to be support for funding of the 15 th bed by the time the care home is constructed.

In summary, the applicant has provided the requested information. Staff recommends that this
application be forwarded for consideration of Third Reading.

G:COMDEV/Dayle/CastroThirdReadingReportR08-005

FILE: PRO.DEV.ZON
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KATALIN Home
33053 2 nd Avenue
Mission, B.C. V2V 1J7

August 6, 2009

Dayle Reti
Senior Planner
8645 Stave Lake Street
Box 20, Mission, B.C. V2V 4L9

RE: Garbage

The current backyard compost has been removed. The existing garbage removal
contract with Waste Services (CA) Inc. (CA) (Abbotsford Hauling, 34321 Industrial
Way, Abbotsford, B.C. V2S 7M5) will continue. All garbage and compost' are
collected and removed on a weekly basis in addition to supplemental removal as
necessary.

Pith A istro
Manager
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salvador

From: Dick Hansen [dhansen@wasteservicesinc.com]

Sent: 	 Wednesday, August 05, 2009 1:55 PM

To: 	 salvadong@shaw.ca

Subject: Waste Removal Service

To whom it may concern:

This is to inform you that Waste Services (CA) Inc. is providing waste removal service of 2 containers
which are being dumped on a weekly basis (Fridays) at C L Antonio Inc. located at 33053 Second Ave.,
Mission, BC.

Regards,
Dick Hansen
Territory Manager
Waste Services (CA) Inc.

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information transmitted in this email is intended for the
addressee and may contain confidential information of Waste Services Inc. or its affiliated
corporations. Any unauthorized review, distribution or use or the taking of any action in reliance
on the information contained in this email or any attachments is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this message in error, please delete or destroy it, all attachments and any copies, and
notify the sender.

8/6/2009
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KATALIN Home
33053 2 nd Avenue
Mission, B.C. V2V 1J7

August 6, 2009    

RECEOVED
AUG 0 6 2009     

Dayle Reti
Senior Planner
8645 Stave Lake Street
Box 20, Mission, B.C. V2V 4L9   

Katalin Home:

The existing Katalin Home Mental Health Care facility (33053 — 2nd Avenue) will be
converted to a single family rental accommodation. The building will be
renovated with interior painting and stairway improvement. The exterior will
also be painted. The retaining wall facing the street will also be repaired and
painted. Landscaping will include more flowers, hedges, trees and the lawn
replanted/sodded.

The Blue and White House at 33027 2 nd Avenue will continue as a rental
property. The house is undergoing renovations. A two fold approach is
underway. For the exterior, professional landscapers have been contracted to
trim trees, plant flowers and introduce hedging. The outside of the building is
being painted and windows replace. This building is a rental house and is not
associated with the proposed care home.

The proposed new care home at 33043 2 nd Avenue is operated as an independent
care home and will not be associated with the blue and white rental house
located at 33027 2 nd Avenue or the old care home which will be converted to a
single famly rental.

Ai a A st o
Manager
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DESIGN RATIONAL
June 1, 2009

Recipient: 	 Ms. Dayle Reti, Planning Department, City of Mission
From: 	 Cary Tsai, MAIBC, Architect 57 Inc.
Subject: 	 Katalin Care Homes Design Rational
Copies: 	 Rudy Antonio

[Design Rational]

Situated at beautiful hillside on 2nd Avenue, the Katalin Care Homes' primary
design intent is to have a cohering architectural style with the heritage
community it sits in and to preserve the existing environment. "Natural" came in
top for the preferred look of the building.

In order to have a unique and pleasant amenity, the fronting façade and front
yard are decorated with blossoming landscaping, Roman unit pavers, and railed
porch. Seated bay windows are spotted throughout the project. They extend the
interior space further beyond and connect the residents with the outdoor with
better sunlight penetration. Ornamental bargeboard and bracket add playfulness
and layers to the exterior aesthetics.

Sustainability, last but not the least, is another important design task for the
design team. Lower beige walls are constructed in stucco and higher building
massing has horizontally decorative cedar panels. Both exterior assemblies
receive rainscreen treatment and high insulated value materials.

The building, like all good architecture, has the prospect to be not only functional
and practical but to be creative, inspiring and to lift the community. Our mission
is to improve the quality of life for both the residents and the neighbors.

#278-5489 BYRNE RD, BURNABY, B.C. I 0:778.786.8655 I F:778.786.8650 I M:604.818.2088 I WWW.ARCHITECT57.COM
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July 28, 2009 Reference: PCCHN MHA 0927

PRIVATE & CONFIDENTIAL

Aida Castro
c/o Antonio C.L. Inc
8222-144 Street
Surrey, B.C.
V3VV 5P4

Dear Aida,

Re:  Confirmation of Support for Katalin Home Redevelopment

This letter confirms your recent meetings with Mental Health & Addictions representatives at which
time you discussed a proposal to redevelop Katalin Home, a 14-bed Mental Health residential facility
located in Mission.

You have proposed to redevelop Katalin home on an adjacent lot to the current facility and are
requesting a letter of support from Fraser Health which will assist in your rezoning application with the
District of Mission. You plan is to transfer clients currently at Katalin Home to your new building once
the new building is rebuilt.

would like to confirm that Fraser Health supports your plans to redevelop Katalin Home contingent
on meeting Community Care Facility Licensing requirements and meeting all appropriate municipal
occupancy requirements. Fraser Health will continue to contract with you for the provision of service
to 14 residents at your new site. Fraser Health will purchase 14 residential beds with the annualized
funding for the 14 beds being $ 432,044 ($84.55 per diem) plus client co-payment of $30.90.

I must also point out that Article 5.01(a) of your residential service , agreement states that:

"Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, the payment of money by the
Province to the Service Provider pursuant to this is Agreement is subject to there being
sufficient monies available in an appropriation as defined in the Financial Administration Act,
S.B.C. 1981, Chapter 15 ".

This means that ongoing funding for Katalin Home from Fraser Health is contingent on the Health
Authority continuing to receive funding from the Province.

I understand that your new facility is designed for 15 beds, but at this time Fraser Health cannot
commit to funding this additional bed. Any additional property costs incurred through the
redevelopment of Katalin Home will be borne by yourself as Fraser Health cannot make any
commitments to you regarding an increase in property costs. Also 1 must remind you that both Fraser
Fraser Health Authority 1
#300, 10334 -152 A Street
Surrey, BC V3R 7P8 	 (604) 587-4462 www.fraserhealth.ca
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Health and yourself have the ability to terminate the residential service agreement on 365 days notice
"without cause or in Fraser Health's case, immediately for cause'.

This letter of support is conditional upon the project being completed within the next 24 months.

We appreciate your ongoing commitment to Mental Health residential services and look forward to
working with you on this project. Should you have any questions please contact Bob LeRoy Manager,
MH & A at (604) 870-7818 or Dan Kipper, Mental Health, Housing Manager (604) 701-4047.

Yours sincerely,

Ly 6*,

Lois Dixon, Executive Director
Mental Health & Addictions

Pc: 	 Frank Fung, Director
Bob LaRoy, MH & A Manager
Dan Kipper, Manager MH & A Housing
Len Mitchell, FH Manager, Contracts & Analysis

Fraser Health Authority 	 2
#300, 10334 - 152 A Street
Surrey, BC V3R 7P8
	

(604)587 1162 www.fraserheaith.ca
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District o Mission Memo
FILE: PRO.DEV.ZON, PRO.DEV.VAR & PRO.DEV.SUB
R08-001, DV09-001, and S08-002

To: 	 Chief Administrative Officer

From: 	 Planner

Date: 	 September 8, 2008

Subject: 	 Third Reading Report for 33344 4 th Avenue (Dinahan)

Recommendation

That Zone Amending Bylaw 5018-2009-3143(324) for the property at 33344 — 4th Avenue be
received for information at the Regular Council meeting on September 8, 2008.

Background

An application to rezone the property located at 33344 4 th Avenue to accommodate a lot line
adjustment was considered by Council on 2, 2009 (Map 1). The application proceeded to Public
Hearing on June 22, 2009 where a third reading report was requested. The two (2) following
Public Hearing minutes excerpt outlines the two (2) requirements of the third reading report:

1)Staff were asked to provide where the drainage presently goes and if there are drains;
and

2) Staff are to address the windows at the rear of the dwelling at third reading as the
application does not show windows at the rear of the building.

Notes:

- A Draft Plan of the Proposed Lot Line Adjustment is attached as Plan 1.
- An entire copy of applicable Public Hearing Minutes is attached as Appendix 1.
Further Information

Drainage

The applicant is proposing a rock pit to provide storm drainage for the proposed development.
Engineered drawings and plans have been submitted by a qualified engineer, and these plans
have been reviewed and accepted by Engineering Staff.

The Director of Engineering and Public Works has reviewed the drainage in the neighbourhood
and has determined that essentially every property in the immediate neighbourhood is utilizing a
rock pit for storm drainage purposes. It should be noted that no information was available for 7435
and 7415 Murray Street.

City Services, including storm drainage, are available on Murray Street (see Map 2). However,
according to our records, no properties in the immediate neighbourhood are known to be using
municipal storm drainage servicing.

Windows

Due to the requirement of a significant retaining structure to be constructed as part of the house,
no windows can be built to the rear of the building. The applicant has provided new drawings
add essing the c ncerns showing windows to the side of the building (Plan 2).

n An 	 n
G:\C DEV\RYAN\Develonment Files\Dinahan - 33344 4th Ave\Dinahan - 33344 4th - 3rd Reading Report.doc
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Appendix I
PH09/037
JUNE 22, 2009

(i) District of Mission Zoning Amending Bylaw 5018-2009-3143(324)
(R08-001 — Dinahan) — a bylaw to rezone property at 33344 — 4 th Avenue
from RT-1 Two Unit Urban Residential zone to RS-1A One Unit Small Lot
Urban Residential zone

(ii) Development Variance Permit Application DV09-001 (Dinahan) —
33344 — 4th Avenue

Ryan Anderson, planner, provided information regarding District of Mission zoning
amending bylaw 5018-2009-3143(324) (R08-001 — Dinahan) which proposes to
amend District of Mission zoning bylaw 3143-1998 for the property located at 33344
— 4 th Avenue and legally described as parcel identifier:

34
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(shown on the following map) from RT-1 Two Unit Urban Residential zone to RS-1A
One Unit Small Lot Urban Residential zone.

The purpose of the proposed amendment is to rezone a portion of the subject
properties to accommodate a boundary change.

The planner stated that the proposed development variance permit application
DV09-001, in the name of Justin Lee is to:

(a) vary Section 105.14 Panhandle Lots of District of Mission zoning bylaw 3143-
1998 by reducing the minimum required Panhandle width from 6.0 meters
(19.687 feet) to 1.76 meters (5.77 feet);

(b) vary Section 302.3 Minimum Dimensions of District of Mission zoning bylaw
3143-1998 by reducing the minimum required lot depth from 25.0 meters
(82.0 feet) to 22.01 meters (72.51 feet);

(c) vary Section 302.7 Setbacks of District of Mission zoning bylaw 3143-1998 by
reducing the minimum required front yard setback from 6.0 meters (19.68
feet) to 4.61 meters (15.12 feet);

(d) vary Section 310.3 Minimum Dimensions of District of Mission zoning bylaw
3143-1998 by reducing the minimum required lot depth from 30.0 meters
(98.42 feet) to 15.18 meters (49.80 feet);

(e) 	 vary Schedule B-1 Service Requirements of the subdivision control bylaw
1500-1985 by waiving the requirement of a piped drainage system; and

35
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(f) 	 vary Section 310.7 Setbacks of District of Mission zoning bylaw 3143-1998 by
reducing the minimum required rear yard setback from 7.5 meters (24.6 feet)
to 6.08 meters (19.95 feet).

The planner stated that prior to adoption of the zone amending bylaw the following
requirements would need to be met:

(a) a letter of credit or cash for 4 trees ($1,000.00);

(b) engineering requirements;

(c) approval of development variance permit DV09-001;

(d) any other items that council may require; and

(e) 	 restrictive covenant for building design and building envelope.

The deputy director of corporate administration stated that correspondence from the
following had been received:

1 . 	 letter from Mr. Al Carter dated May 29, 2009 was received expressing the
following concerns regarding this application:

(a) slope stability;

(b) poor access from 4 th Avenue and the lane;

(c) power service;

(d) garbage pick up and parking; and

(e) 	 height and location of building.

2. 	 letter from Anastasia Greenan, Margaret Riggins, Al and Sharon Carter and
Elizabeth Norris dated May 25, 2009 not in favour of the application;

3. email from Leigh Boccius dated May 12, 2008 expressing concerns with the
slope stability and his opposition to the application;

4. email from Elizabeth and Bruce Norris dated May 28, 2008 expressing her
concern about the slope stability and asking for confirmation that a
geotechnical was performed;

5. email from Ryan Ruocco dated May 15, 2009 opposed to this application;
and

6. letter from Ray and Midge Goertz dated June 13, 2009 noting their objections
to the application.

Larry Nundal noted that the architectural drawing is inconsistent with the engineering
geotechnical report and expressed concern with the lack of proposed windows for
the residence as there appears to be no rear windows. He stated that the property
has wet soil and the property may contain a spring underground and noted that
drainage may be an issue in the future. He also expressed concern with the
condition of the lane especially with increased traffic and the design of the home. He
is opposed to the application.

Al Carter expressed concern with the design and the future problems that will arise
with development on this property. .

Elizabeth Norris expressed concern with the slope stability and states that she is in
favour of infill lots but not with this particular lot as it is a steep lot and with the
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(f) 	 vary Section 310.7 Setbacks of District of Mission zoning bylaw 3143-1998 by
reducing the minimum required rear yard setback from 7.5 meters (24.6 feet)
to 6.08 meters (19.95 feet).

The planner stated that prior to adoption of the zone amending bylaw the following
requirements would need to be met:

(a) a letter of credit or cash for 4 trees ($1,000.00);

(b) engineering requirements;

(c) approval of development variance permit DV09-001;

(d) any other items that council may require; and

(e) 	 restrictive covenant for building design and building envelope.

The deputy director of corporate administration stated that correspondence from the
following had been received:

1. 	 letter from Mr. Al Carter dated May 29, 2009 was received expressing the
following concerns regarding this application:

(a) slope stability;

(b) poor access from 4 th Avenue and the lane;

(c) power service;

(d) garbage pick up and parking; and

(e) 	 height and location of building.

2. 	 letter from Anastasia Greenan, Margaret Riggins, Al and Sharon Carter and
Elizabeth Norris dated May 25, 2009 not in favour of the application;

3. email from Leigh Boccius dated May 12, 2008 expressing concerns with the
slope stability and his opposition to the application;

4. email from Elizabeth and Bruce Norris dated May 28, 2008 expressing her
concern about the slope stability and asking for confirmation that a
geotechnical was performed;

5. email from Ryan Ruocco dated May 15, 2009 opposed to this application;
and

6. letter from Ray and Midge Goertz dated June 13, 2009 noting their objections
to the application.

Larry Nundal noted that the architectural drawing is inconsistent with the engineering
geotechnical report and expressed concern with the lack of proposed windows for
the residence as there appears to be no rear windows. He stated that the property
has wet soil and the property may contain a spring underground and noted that
drainage may be an issue in the future. He also expressed concern with the
condition of the lane especially with increased traffic and the design of the home. He
is opposed to the application.

Al Carter expressed concern with the design and the future problems that will arise
with development on this property.

Elizabeth Norris expressed concern with the slope stability and states that she is in
favour of infill lots but not with this particular lot as it is a steep lot and with the
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Lance Dinahan clarified that the geotechnical engineer attended the property on two
occasions. Firstly to determine land stability and secondly for the rock pits.

Hearing no further questions or comments the mayor declared the public hearing on
District of Mission zoning amending bylaw 5018-2009-3143(324) (R08-001-Dinahan)
and development variance permit application DV09-001 (Dinahan) closed.
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MINUTES of the REGULAR MEETING of the COUNCIL of the DISTRICT OF
MISSION held in the council chambers of the municipal hall, 8645 Stave Lake Street,
Mission, British Colunibia on Monday, August 24, 2009 commencing at 6:30 p.m.

Council Members Present: Mayor James Atebe
Councillor Terry Gidda
Councillor Danny Plecas
Councillor Jenny Stevens
Councillor Heather Stewart

Council Members Absent:

Staff Members Present:

Councillor Paul Horn
Councillor Mike Scudder

Glen Robertson, chief administrative officer
Dennis Clark, director of corporate administration
Christine Brough, administrative clerk
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PH09/038
AUG 24, 2009

PH09/039
AUG 24, 2009

1. 	 DELEGATION AND PRESENTATIONS

Remco Bergman
Re: Support of the Mission Soapbox Derby

Remco Bergman appeared before council on behalf of the Mission & District
Soapbox Derby Association to express appreciation to the District of Mission for its
support of this year's event. Mr. Bergman stated that the 2009 derby was a great
success with over thirty children from Mission participating. He noted that, in order to
encourage greater participation, this year the association loaned cars to those
children who were unable to provide their own and added a number of different
events for the whole family to enjoy.

The mayor thanked Mr. Bergman for the presentation and the Mission & District
Soapbox Derby Association and its volunteers for their efforts on behalf of the
corn mu nity.

Shirley Walker
Re: Community-Based Preventative Health Program

Shirley Walker appeared before council to propose the creation of a community-
based program in Mission for the early detection and diagnosis of conditions that
lead to serious and costly health problems. She stated that the program would
consist of selected basic tests for pathology on specific, targeted age groups and
that it meets the objectives of a preventative program as described in the District of
Mission Community Health Plan, written in 2008.

The mayor thanked Ms. Walker for the presentation. He noted that the proposal is
timely and recommended that this information be forwarded to the Mission
Community Health Planning Steering Committee for consideration.

Moved by Councillor Stevens, seconded by Councillor Gidda, and

RESOLVED: That Shirley Walker's proposal for a community-based preventative
health program, as presented to council on August 24, 2009, be forwarded to the
Mission Community Health Planning Steering Committee for consideration with a
follow-up report to come back to council.
CARRIED
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PH09/040
AUG 24, 2009

PH09/041
AUG 24, 2009

PH09/042
AUG 24, 2009

2. 	 NEW BUSINESS

East Mission Heritage Greenway — Project Update

A report from Ray Herman, director of parks, recreation and culture, dated August
24, 2009 on the East Mission Heritage Greenway project was provided for council's
information.

Minutes of the Regular Meeting of Council held on July 27, 2009

Moved by Councillor Plecas, seconded by Councillor Stewart, and

RESOLVED:
1. That the minutes of the regular meeting of council held on July 27, 2009

(public hearing) be amended on page 14 to read that "Mr. McPherson stated
his opinion that "no parking" signs would not devalue the property"; and

2. That the minutes of the regular meeting of council held on July 27, 2009
(public hearing) be adopted as amended.

CARRIED

LATE ITEM — Amendment to Escrow Agreement

Moved by Councillor Stewart, seconded by Councillor Plecas, and

RESOLVED: That clause 3(a)(i) of the Escrow Agreement between the District,
Genstar Titleco and Madison Development Corporation be amended to replace the
word "and" with the word "or".
CARRIED

The director of corporate administration informed council that the law offices for the
District of Mission have received the following documents, signed by Genstar Titleco
and Madison Development Corporation: the phased development agreement, the
escrow agreement and the no-build covenants. Mr. Clark stated that the documents
will be sent to the District of Mission for execution on August 25, 2009 and that, as
soon as the documents are signed, the no-build covenants will be registered against
the properties.

3. 	 BYLAWS

PH09/043
AUG 24, 2009

District of Mission Zoning Amending Bylaw 5039-2009-3143(328)
(R09-004 — Toor/McPherson) — a bylaw to rezone property at 31509
and 31591 Israel Avenue from RU-1 Rural One zone to RS-2 One Unit
Suburban Residential zone

Moved by Councillor Gidda, seconded by Councillor Plecas, and

RESOLVED: That District of Mission zoning amending bylaw 5039-2009-3143(328)
(R09-004 — Toor/McPherson) be read a third time.
CARRIED
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PH09/044
AUG 24, 2009

District of Mission Zoning Amending Bylaw 5046-2009-3143(330)
(R09-008-Toor/McPherson) — a bylaw to rezone property at 32966,
32978, 32982 and 32988 Cherry Avenue from RS-1A One Unit Small
Lot Urban Residential zone to R1-A One Unit Small Lot Urban
Residential (Suite) zone

Moved by Councillor Stewart, seconded by Councillor Stevens, and

RESOLVED: That District of Mission zoning amending bylaw 5046-2009-3143(330)
(R09-008-Toor/McPherson) be read a third time.
CARRIED

4. QUESTION PERIOD

Mayor Atebe opened the floor to the public to ask questions related only to the items
listed under "New Business", and stated that any questions relating to the public
hearing items should be asked during the public hearing portion of the meeting.

Tracy Lyster asked why there was no public consultation with regard to the escrow
agreement to which Mayor Atebe replied that the escrow agreement is an
administrative matter.

Dr. Lyster asked if the escrow agreement deals with any issues regarding the
taxation of the Genstar/Madison properties. The director of corporate administration
stated that it does not.

In response to a question from Tracey Lyster, the director of corporate administration
said that a copy of the escrow agreement will be available once it has been signed
by all parties.

5. PUBLIC HEARING

The Mayor called the public hearing to order and outlined the procedures to be
followed.

PH09/045
AUG 24, 2009

District of Mission Zoning Amending Bylaw 5057-2009-3143(332)
(R09-009 — Elson) — a bylaw to rezone property located at 33683 Ferndale
Avenue from RU-1 Rural One zone to CD-21 Comprehensive Development zone

Erik Wilhelm, planner, provided information regarding rezoning application R09-009,
in the name of Brian Elson which proposes to rezone the property located at 33683
Ferndale Avenue and legally described as Parcel Identifier: 002-902-249 Lot 36
Section 34 Township 17 New Westminster District Plan 61818 (shown on the
following map) from RU-1 Rural One zone to CD-21 Comprehensive Development
zone.
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The p anner noted that the purpose of the proposed amendment is to accommodate
the subsequent subdivision of the subject property into two lots of a minimum 0.8
hectares (1.98 acres) lot size while incorporating accessory secondary dwelling units
on each lot. He also noted that there will be no tree removal on the site and that a
30 metre riparian area will be protected and covenanted on title.

Mr. Wilhelm stated that prior to adoption of the zone amending bylaw, the District of
Mission community amenity contribution will need to be paid.

The director of corporate administration stated that there were no written
submissions regarding this application.

In response to questions from council, the planner stated that the length of the
panhandle will be a little over 230 metres and will be paved for its entire length. He
also noted that, in order to avoid potential misunderstandings in the future, a cross-
easement agreement will be signed to grant property owners access to travel on a
portion of each other's lots.

The planner confirmed that the secondary dwellings could be used for rental
purposes and that, in keeping with precedent, only two community amenity
contributions will be required despite the presence of a secondary dwelling on each
of the two properties.

Hearing no further questions or comments the mayor declared the public hearing on
District of Mission zoning amending bylaw 5057-2009-3143(332)
(R09-009 — Elson) closed.

6. 	 DEVELOPMENT VARIANCE PERMIT
PH09/046
AUG 24, 2009

Development Variance Permit Application DV09-005 (Carhoun and Sons
Enterprises Ltd.) — 31802 Hillcrest Avenue and 31831 Lougheed Highway

Barclay Pitkethly, deputy director of planning, provided information regarding
development variance permit application DV09-005 in the name of Carhoun and
Sons Enterprises Ltd. for the properties located at 31802 Hillcrest Avenue and 31831
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Lougheed Highway (as shown on the following map) and legally described as:

• 31802 Hillcrest Avenue: Parcel identifier: 010-989-951; Lot N Section 19
Township 17 NWD Plan 3472; Except Firstly; Parcel A (Reference Plan 7996)
Secondly; Part on Plan 4897 Thirdly; Part dedicated road on Plan BCP36914;

• 31831 Lougheed Highway: Parcel identifier: 013-373-480; Part Parcel D
(Reference Plan 4896) South half of the south half of the south east quarter
of Section 19 Township 17 Lying north east of highway shown on Plan 4897
New Westminster District Except Firstly; Part subdivided by Plan 12676
Secondly; Part subdivided by Plan 20304, Thirdly; Part dedicated road on
Plan LMP26095

to vary Section 108 Environmental Protection of District of Mission zoning bylaw
3143-1998 by supporting the applicant to enter into discussions with Fisheries and
Oceans Canada regarding an authorization to permit the harmful alteration,
disruption and destruction of fish habitat under Section 35(2) of the Fisheries Act.

The deputy director of planning stated that the development variance permit
application before council does not pre-suppose that the actual development will
proceed. He clarified that the purpose of the proposal is to allow the proponent to
enter into discussions with the Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) and the
Ministry of the Environment (MOE) regarding formal authorization to cause a harmful
alteration, disturbance or destruction (H.A.D.D.) of fish habitat under the Fisheries
Act. He further explained that the DFO and the MOE will either deny the proposal
made by the applicant or enter into a process for determination of mitigation,
compensation and impact assessment. Mr. Pitkethly stated that, should an
application be submitted by the proponent after consultation with these two agencies,
the District of Mission's normal development review process will still apply, which
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includes the evaluation process conducted through zoning, subdivision, development
permit and development variance permit applications.

The director of corporate administration stated that the following written submissions
have been received regarding this application:

• letter dated August 21, 2009 from Sean Melia, Mission Regional Chamber of
Commerce President, to Karel Carhoun stating that as long as the applicant
meets the requirements set forth by the District of Mission, the Chamber of
Commerce's policy is to support development applications;

• letter dated August 17, 2009 from William (Bill) and Virginia Mackintosh
expressing concerns regarding land clearing, slope stability and the
environmental impact of development in the area;

• letter dated August 17, 2009 from Judy Adie expressing concern about
wildlife and environmental issues;

• letter dated August 24, 2009 from Cheri Smith and Janice Gardner
expressing a number of concerns related primarily to wildlife and
environmental issues.

In response to a question from Tracey Lyster, Mayor Atebe stated that a public
inquiry rather than a public hearing is required for development variance permit
applications. The deputy director of planning confirmed that, should an application for
rezoning be submitted at a later date, a public hearing would then be held as part of
the rezoning application process.

Dr. Lyster addressed council and stressed the importance of the streamside
protection regulations, noting that they are necessary for slope stability and noise .

reduction in the area in question and that they protect critical riparian habitat which is
necessary for the health of aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems. She also expressed
the following concerns:

• that the proposed variance sets a undesirable precedent for the district;

• that should the DFO give formal authorization to cause a H.A.D.D. of fish
habitat, it will undermine the District's ability to oppose future development in
the area; and

• that this proposal fails to explore alternative options for more environmentally
responsible development.

Dr. Lyster said that sustainable development requires a balance of environmental,
social and economic interests and that the latter should not be achieved at the
expense of the environment or the good of the community. Dr. Lyster also
questioned the need for a commercial development at the proposed location and
stated that meaningful environmental protection cannot occur unless Mission stands
behind its bylaws.

Councillor Stevens questioned whether approval from the DFO and the MOE, should
it be given, would in fact undermine the District's ability to oppose future
development proposals on the site. The deputy director of planning explained this is
not the case. He stated that should support be given by the DFO, a development
application would then have to be made by the proponent which would then be
subject to the District of Mission's normal development review process.
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Bob Niven stated that there are many children and seniors in the area and expressed
traffic safety, environmental and noise related concerns.

Geoff Dollinger expressed traffic flow concerns and noted that a development
proposal for this site was rejected a number of years earlier in part due to concerns
regarding property access by emergency vehicles and storm water run-off issues.
He encouraged council to consider these same issues and stated that he would like
to have the streams in the area protected as they feed Silverdale Creek which is a
sensitive, protected area.

Cheri Smith noted that many of the properties in the area are zoned residential rather
than commercial and asked why this area is being considered for commercial
developments. The deputy director of planning explained that the properties in
question were designated commercial in both the previous and the new official
community plan (OCP).

Ms. Smith expressed concern about slope stability, as well as the environmental
impact and aesthetics of any future development in the area.

Jim Taylor, director of the Stave Valley Salmonid Enhancement Society, stated that
the society supports this proposal going through to the DFO and the MOE. He
clarified that this does not mean that they are in support of the project but rather that
they believe this to be a complicated issue which requires further study. Mr. Taylor
stated that he believes that a well-planned, permanent usage needs to be
established for this property and that the only way this can be achieved is through
further study and assessment.

Ms. Klimczak expressed concern that a commercial development in the area would
increase traffic and damage the environment. She stated her opposition to future
commercial development on the site and said that she did not want the
recommendation currently before council to be approved as, in her opinion, it would
serve as encouragement to the applicant.

Don Mair stated that, should development ultimately occur, a great deal of fill would
be required to close in the ravines and questioned how long it would take for the fill
to be stable enough to support buildings.

The director of engineering and public works stated that, if the project were to
advance to that point, extensive geotechnical studies would be required. In
response to further questions from Mr. Mair, the director of engineering and public
works stated that when engineered fill is used construction can generally begin
without too much delay.

Mr. Mair expressed concern for the wildlife in the area and emphasized the negative
environmental impact that development would have on the site.

Jennifer Barkman said that, as a teacher who has taken students to the area to study
the wetlands and adjacent lands, she is concerned about the environmental impact
of future commercial development on the site.

Jeanette Smith questioned why the property in the area was designated commercial
in the OCP. Mayor Atebe stated that the OCP is a comprehensive document which
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was developed after extensive public input.

Ms. Smith stated that streams should not be closed in or covered up and expressed
concern that approval of this proposal would lead to other, similar requests.

Phyllis Young questioned why there is a development variance permit application
before council prior to the submission of a development application. Mayor Atebe
explained that the applicant in this case has acknowledged the complexity of the
environmental issues in the area and is applying for permission to enter into
discussions with the DFO and the MOE in order gather the information that will
ultimately be required in order for any future development proposals to be
considered by council.

Mike Gildersleeve stated that this area is one of the community's natural treasures
and expressed concern about for the environment and for wildlife. He questioned
the wisdom of relying on the DFO and the MOE to protect land within the District of
Mission.

Ron Purvis stated that there are many areas within the District that can be developed
without causing damage to the environment and said that he would like the District of
Mission to buy the property and designate it parkland.

Judy Adie submitted a petition containing 110 signatures opposing development on
the site.

Kelly Fesenmaier stated that her children play and deliver papers in the area and
that she is concerned about traffic safety, wildlife protection, and the environment.

Jim Scott, Scott Resource Services, stated that he is an environmental consultant
representing the developer in this issue and that his company is in the midst of doing
a comprehensive environmental assessment of the site for fish, wildlife and
vegetation. He acknowledged the environmental value of the land and stated that
the riparian area is intact with a lot of trees and wildlife values there. He also
clarified that there are actually no fish in the ravines, noting that the ravines are fed
from undetained storm water and that there has been significant down-cutting at the
top ends which has resulted in a lot of sediment deposit throughout. Mr. Scott stated
that the developer acknowledges that a substantial area would be affected should
development proceed and that they are looking at some very comprehensive
compensation plans. He explained that what they are asking for is the opportunity to
present their findings to the DFO and the MOE and begin a discussion with them
about what might be possible. Mr. Scott also stated that any development that might
eventually occur on the site would employ best-management practices for sediment
and erosion controls, storm water management and geotechnical issues.

Tracy Lyster questioned why the District of Mission's streamside protection
regulation bylaw differs from the provincial version. She said that the last line of the
provincial bylaw states that governments must act to protect streams but that this line
does not appear in the District's bylaw. Mayor Atebe asked staff to review this
matter and provide comments to council.

Dr. Lyster also asked if the District of Mission could still enforce the streamside
protection regulation even if the DFO approves a H.A.D.D. of fish habitat. The chief
administrative officer stated that approval by the DFO does not change the District of
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Mission's zoning bylaw and that even if the DFO agrees to some sort of
compensation such a proposal would still have to come back to the municipal council
for approval.

Cheri Smith expressed concerns about land clearing. In response to a question from
Ms. Smith, the deputy director of planning stated that a one-to-one tree replacement
policy would be in effect should development proceed on the site.

Ms. Smith also questioned why Scott Resource Services is studying the site during
the summer rather than when the water levels are at their highest. Jim Scott stated
that the current study is updating existing information and that his firm has observed
the site in many different conditions over the years as they have been collecting data
there since 1998.

Don Mair stated that many of the trees on the site are very large and expressed
doubt that replacement trees would be of a similar size. He also stated his opinion
that council should not proceed without first reading the study being done by Scott
Resource Services.

Ms. Klimczak questioned the need for additional commercial space in Mission.

Bob Niven expressed concern about access to the property.

Mayor Atebe reminded the public that the issue before council is the development
variance not future land use issues. He stated that should a development application
be submitted in the future, council would welcome comments on the land use issue
at that time.

Geoff Dollinger said that he thinks everything is happening too quickly and that the
public is not getting a chance to consider and discuss the proposal.

Mayor Atebe stated that all that council is considering at present is whether or not to
support the proponent entering into discussions with the DFO and the MOE
regarding formal authorization to permit a H.A.D.D. of fish habitat, in effect whether
or not to allow the applicant to seek more information. He further stated that should
the proponent choose to submit a development application after consultation with the
DFO and the MOE then the public would be given an opportunity to provide
comments on the land use issue at that time.

Mike Gildersleeve stated that the real issue is the destruction of two streams. The
chief administrative officer clarified that the issue currently before council is whether
or not the developer should be allowed to enter into discussions with the DFO and
the MOE with the results of those discussions to come back for council's
consideration.

Hearing no further questions or comments, the mayor declared the public input
session on District of Mission development variance permit application DV09-005
closed.

Councillor Gidda stated that he supports authorizing the developer to discuss the
issues relevant to the site with the DFO and the MOE. He noted that should these
agencies, after a comprehensive review, decide that it is appropriate to enter into a
process for determination of mitigation, compensation and impact assessments, the
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matter will then come back to council as part of the development application process
for their consideration and for public input.

Councillor Stevens stated that while she understands the concerns expressed by
members of the public, she supports the development variance permit application
currently before council because it only approves allowing the developer to seek
additional information.

Councillor Plecas stated that he has concerns about the environmental impact of
development in the area and will therefore be supporting the proposal currently
before council as he welcomes feedback from the DFO and the MOE.

Councillor Stewart noted that there has been confusion over the intent of the current
proposal and that she believes that this public inquiry has resulted in greater clarity.

Mayor Atebe acknowledged that there are many land use and environmental issues
related to this site but stated that the question presently before council is whether or
not to allow the developer to speak to the DFO and the MOE. He said that, in his
opinion, more information is required and that, for this reason, he will be supporting
the proposal.

Moved by Councillor Gidda, seconded by Councillor Stewart, and

RESOLVED: That Development Variance Permit Application DV09-005, in the name
of Carhoun and Sons Enterprises Ltd., for the properties located at 31802 Hillcrest
Ave. and 31831 Lougheed Highway and legally described as:

• 31802 Hillcrest: Parcel identifier: 010-989-951; Lot N Section 19 Township 17
NWD Plan 3472; Except Firstly; Parcel A (Reference Plan 7996) Secondly;
Part on Plan 4897 Thirdly; Part dedicated road on Plan BCP36914;

• 31831 Lougheed hwy: Parcel identifier: 013-373-480; Part Parcel D
(Reference Plan 4896) South half of the south half of the south east quarter
of Section 19 Township 17 Lying north east of highway shown on Plan 4897
New Westminster District Except Firstly; Part subdivided by Plan 12676
Secondly; Part subdivided by Plan 20304, Thirdly; Part dedicated road on
Plan LMP26095

to vary Section 108 Environmental Protection of District of Mission Zoning Bylaw
3143-1998 by supporting the applicant to enter into discussions with Fisheries and
Oceans Canada regarding an authorization to permit the harmful alteration,
disruption and destruction of fish habitat under Section 35(2) of the Fisheries Act be
approved.

PH09/047
AUG 24, 2009

CARRIED

LATE ITEM: Stage 3 Water Restrictions Lifted

The director of engineering and public works informed council that the stage 3 water
restrictions will be lifted effective August 25, 2009 but that stage 2 water restrictions
will remain in effect.
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7. 	 ADJOURNMENT

Moved by Councillor Plecas, seconded by Councillor Gidda, and

RESOLVED: That the meeting be adjourned.
CARRIED

The meeting was adjourned at 9:05 p.m.

JAMES ATEBE, MAYOR 	 DENNIS CLARK, DIRECTOR OF
CORPORATE ADMINISTRATION

atlerk\minutes\ph090824.doc
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MemoMission
ON THE FRASER

FORESTRY DEPARTMENT

FILE CATEGORY: FIN.CON.FOR.
File folder: Log Purchase — COLL — Direct Marketing 2009

To: 	 Chief Administrative Officer

From: 	 Director of Forest Management

Date: 	 August 28, 2009

Subject: 	 Log Marketing/Dry Land Sort Agreement Extension

Recommendation

That the District of Mission agrees to the second and last 12 month extension to the current Log
Marketing & Dry Land Sort Services Agreement with Canadian Overseas Log & Lumber Ltd.
with all conditions to stay the same for the January 1, 2010 — December 31, 2010 period.

Background

Until 2004, Mission primarily sold logs using a tendering system where packages of logs
produced over a 3 - 6 month period were offered. Unsatisfactory offers were received during a
market downturn period so starting in 2005, some small-scale trials were done using a log
broker system. This involved Canadian Overseas Log & Lumber Ltd. (COLL) brokering logs for
the District for a percentage fee to the final purchaser as opposed to the old system where we
sold all logs to a 'middle man' at an earlier stage. The broker system also was more consistent
with what most companies had been doing in the forest industry for many years.

Following a successful trial, in 2005 Mission conducted a comprehensive RFP process which
eventually resulted in COLL providing the best proposal and being awarded an initial 2 IA year
agreement to provide log brokerage and dry land sort services for all of Mission's log
production. At that time, total expenses in COLL's proposal were analyzed to be approximately
10% less than the second place proposal.

This agreement with COLL was originally set to expire on December 31, 2008 but Section 9.2 of
the agreement provides for the intent and the ability for up to two additional 12 month
extensions which may have different terms and conditions than the original agreement. Last
year, Council approved the first of the two possible extensions which made a new expiry date of
December 31, 2009. The only significant change to this extension from the original agreement
was that due to significant rises in the cost of fuel, steel, land taxes and lease costs during the
original 2' years, there was an agreement to raise the dry land sort services cost from $9.00 to
$10.25 per cubic metre in the extended agreement.

Recent discussions with COLL regarding the second potential extension are:

• They would like to renew the agreement with Mission.

• They are willing to keep all provisions of the agreement the same as the first extension
including the cost structure agreed to last year which is a 4% log brokerage fee, the
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$1.50 per cubic metre scaling charge and the $10.25 per cubic metre dry land sort
charge.

• Past analysis has shown that when looking at our average log profile (smaller second
growth) the dry land sort rate above is about $2+ per cubic metre lower than the usual
standard 'rack rate' which they would charge occasional customers that don't have a
pre-determined agreement with them.

District of Mission Staff Comments

• Often COLL appears to obtain reasonable markets for certain log types that other log
marketers either can't sell at all or for as much money. Staff believes that COLL has
provided consistently high quality in all areas of log marketing and dry land sort
services and that their reporting and paperwork is of good quality.

• We are now exploring the potential benefits of a new weigh-scale program for hemlock
pulp and also for certain other specialty products (i.e. piling) increased direct delivery
from the woods straight to the buyer rather than the dry land sort. If successful, both of
these initiatives will help lower costs for the portion of wood that can be processed in
these ways.

• Past discussions with log brokers have shown they all believe that a longer-term
agreement is important so they have long-term stability and certainty when dealing
with log-buying customers and subsequently, this translates into more certain and
better log prices for the District of Mission too.

• Staff believes that entering this one last 12 month extension for the same conditions
and pricing is in the best interests of the District and nothing significant could be
gained by engaging in an extensive log . marketing/dry land sort service RFP at this
time.

• The current agreement is worded that no extension may expire beyond the end of
December 31, 2010; so staff's understanding is that there will be a new open-market
RFP process in 2010 resulting in a new agreement in place as of January 1, 2011 with
the successful proponent.

Kim Allan, RPF
g:/Forestry/Kim/COLL agreement extension memo
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Dis t of Mission Memo
To: 	 Chief Administrative Officer

From: 	 Deputy Director of Parks, Recreation and Culture

Date: 	 August 20, 2009

Subject: 	 Basic Skills Contract

Recommendation

That the Mayor and Director of Corporate Administration be authorized to sign the Fraser Health
Authority Basic Skills Development - Social Drop In Program Contract Renewal for the
2009/2010 fiscal year in the amount of $37,894.

Background

Funding from this agreement is intended to pay for the supervision and materials required to
operate the Basic Skills Development, Social Drop In Program from April 1, 2009 to March 31,
2010.

This program has been running for over 20 years, the funding offsets any Municipal costs while
providing an outstanding social recreational opportunity for the participants. Currently the
program has approximately 80 participants with an average of 45 participants three times per
week.

GAPARKREMendy\memoskDropContract2005.doc
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Parks, Recreation & Culture
Memorandum

53

M
DISTRICT OF

lsslon
ON THE FRASER

To: 	 Chief Administrative Officer
From: 	 Director of Parks, Recreation & Culture
Date: 	 September 8, 2009

Subject: 	 Adoption of Parks, Trails & Bicycle Master Plan

Recommendation

That the Parks, Trails & Bicycle Master Plan be adopted as presented.

Background

After an exhaustive process which included significant public consultation, the final version of the Parks,
Trails & Bicycle Master Plan has been received from the consultant and distributed to Council.
This plan will guide the development and maintenance of Mission's parks, trails and bicycle
transportation routes for the next fifteen years and beyond. The recommendations listed within the
document are substantial, and funding availability may shift priorities over the next 15-20 years.
Nonetheless, the recommendations provide an excellent starting point to plan for Mission's future, and
will help to determine which projects to address when funding is available.

Staff are excited to see the adoption of this Master Plan, and look forward to ensuring it becomes a true
"working document".

I would like to thank all members of the community, staff and Councils past and present that participated
in the formation of this Master Plan. I would also like to thank Erik Lees and Associates for their efforts,
patience and guidance over the last two years.

Ray Herman

FILE: REC.PLA.PAR. 	 Page 1 of 1
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Engineering and Public Works
MemorandumM

DISTRICT OF

Mission ---
ON THE FRASER

File Category: INF.WAT.MET
File Folder: Residential Metered Water Study

To: 	 Chief Administrative Officer

From: 	 Director of Finance and Director of Engineering and Public Works

Date: 	 August 31, 2009

Subject: 	 Metering of all Residential Water Services (Universal Metering) and
Retrofitting of Existing Commercial/Multi-Family Meter Installations

Recommendation

That staff be authorized to proceed with a Request for Proposals to carry out a study on the
installation of water meters on all existing residential and commercial/multi-family water services
including:

• Provision of a detailed summary of the costs and benefits of water metering which can
be used as documentation justifying water metering and as a hand-out to the public for
reference.

• Complete a detailed review of water meter installation/retrofit issues and make
recommendations on how the District should move forward with meter implementation
including an appropriate rate structure.

• That a budget of $ 50,000 be established for this study; and,
• That the study be funded from water operations and that the District's financial plan be

amended accordingly.

Background

Council and staff have previously discussed the need to implement the water metering of all
existing water services in Mission, as we have come to realize that water is a limited and
valuable resource (in terms of accessing, treating and delivering) that is becoming more and
more scarce. In implementing such a program, we would expect to achieve the following goals:

a) Reduced water consumption, which could lead to:
o Deferral of large regional water capital infrastructure projects as long as

possible;
o A reduction in our share of regional water costs. Our costs are currently

based on actual water usage and in the future the costs are expected to be
based upon Mission's growth in peak day water usage in comparison to
Abbotsford's growth in peak day water usage. Abbotsford has universal
metering and is now moving toward radio read technology which will allow
them to control water demand even more so;

b) Improved access to water grant programs which are dependent upon having water
conservation programs in place including metering;

c) Equity among users, e.g. the less water you use the less you pay and the more water
you use the more you pay.

The District of Mission has applied for federal and provincial assistance through various grant
programs to install water meters throughout Mission; however, to date assistance has not been
forthcoming. Staff are now of the opinion that we need to determine a way of moving forward
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with universal metering without grant assistance.

Report
In the absence of any other funding the estimated cost for the District of Mission to install and
retrofit meters throughout Mission (about 9,000 meters) would be approximately $11,700,000.
As an example, if this entire amount was financed over 10 or 15 years the total financing
(principal and interest) payments (based on using an interest rate of 5%) would be about
$15,200,000 and $16,900,000, respectively, which equates to about $169 and $125 per year
per property. As staff have noted in a recent report on a proposed, new Abbotsford/Mission cost
sharing formula for regional water, our initial share of growth related regional water projects
could be dramatically reduced (from around 25% to about 12% - 15%), with the annual
adjustment factor being charged or credited to the general utility users. Under this new formula
our regional water DCC rates would be reduced dramatically, from previous estimates. This
means that we may want to revisit a previous strategy whereby we were going to use $6 million
dollars of community works gas tax funds to assist with lowering regional water DCC rates. As
another example, if we were to borrow only $5,700,000 for water metering over 10 or 15 years
and utilize the gas tax funds for metering, the total financing payments (principal and interest)
would be about $7,400,000 and $8,200,000, respectively, which equates to about $82 and $61
per year per property.

The exact cost of supplying/installing meters would be available after going through a
competitive bidding process, however a study would be expected to more accurately estimate
these costs. In addition to the capital costs associated with supplying/installing and financing
meters, there are also other annual operating costs associated with administering and funding a
metering program, which would include meter/battery/transmitter repairs and replacements,
billing and collections.

Staff is proposing to issue a Request for Proposals to highlight the benefits of water metering
and to address the multitude of issues associated with implementing a universal water metering
program, including the following:

1. Installation method and type of meter reading system to employ.
2. Time line to complete the installation of meters on all 8,500 existing services.
3. Provision of a detailed summary of the costs and benefits of water metering which can

be used as documentation justifying water metering and as a hand-out to the public for
reference

4. Complete an updated cost estimate to implement a water meter retrofit program.
5. Financing options and implications for both public and private sector.
6. Meter maintenance costs including long term battery and meter replacements.
7. Operational recommendation on in-house versus contract maintenance programs.
8. Reading and billing frequencies and costs to achieve maximum conservation at a cost

effective price.
9. Operation recommendations on in-house versus private sector reading and invoice.
10.Metered water rate structure recommendation to achieve maximum conservation and

equity among households but maintain the required funding for the water utility
operation.

11. An evaluation and recommendation of incorporating sewer rates based metered water
rates to achieve maximum conversation and equity among households.
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The estimated . cost of the above study is in the order of $50,000. The goal would be to complete
the study by the end of 2009 and, subject to Council approval, to proceed with metering over a
2-year period, thereafter.

Staff has also been undertaking a preliminary investigation of the logistics and related costs of
moving the flat rate residential utility charges (water, sewer, garbage and recycling) off of the tax
notices and billing these utilities throughout the year on separate billings. Staff believes that
separate billings for utility charges should be coordinated with a move to metered utilities, for
logistical reasons. In other words, the separate billings for utilities should only be put in place
once we are fully metered. It will also be important to implement water consumption rates that
promote water conservation such as inclining rates, i.e. more consumption leads to higher rates
per cubic meter, and reading and billing at least on a quarterly basis. Simply having meters with
an aggressive rate structure read annually to discourage peak usage will not achieve the
Districts desired conservation objectives.

Irrespective of the outstanding issue of water metering, staff believe that we need to develop
and implement an interim, formal strategy to conserve water throughout Mission as soon as
possible, for the reasons previously mentioned. In other words, we need to implement measures
for curbing water demand presently. We cannot wait for metering and related rate structure
solutions, as these solutions are a ways off. Staff will work on recommended strategies for
council's consideration.

Ken Bjorgaard
F:\ENGINEER\RBOMHOF\Water & Sewer\Memo Universial Water Metering Study (3).doc
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Engineering and Public Works
Memorandum

57

File Category: INF.ENV.ENV
File. Folder: MoE 2009 OFS Surveys

To: 	 Chief Administrative Officer

From: 	 Manager of Environmental Services

Date: 	 August 28, 2009

Subject: 	 Ministry of Environment Butterfly and Oregon Forestsnail Surveys

Recommendation

That the Ministry of Environment be permitted to complete surveys for butterflies and Oregon
Forestsnails on District owned property for the purpose of improving knowledge of the
distribution of these species and their importance to ecosystem health.

Background

The Ministry of Environment has approached District staff for permission to complete surveys of
butterflies and Oregon Forestsnails on District owned property. Private landowners are also
being approached. The objectives of the project include:

1. Inform landowners of species at risk occurrences on the property they own/manage.
2. Increase awareness of pollinators and invertebrate species at risk and the importance of

these animals to ecosystem health.
3. Increase knowledge regarding species distribution in the lower mainland according to

the priorities under the provincial Conservation Framework.
4. Provide opportunities for biologists new to the profession to gain invertebrate survey field

experience.

The information will be useful for the District in terms of identifying areas important to the
survival of these species. The project also provides a good opportunity for District staff to learn
more about these species through interactions with ministry staff. All of this information can
then be used to develop and incorporate mitigation strategies into future development plans.
The ministry has recently completed similar surveys on District owned land within the municipal
forest but results have not been provided to date.

Mike Younie

Manager of Environmental Services
F:\ENGINEER\MYOUNIE\Memos\MoE OFS Survey.doc
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District o Mission 	 Memo
File Category:
	

INF.ENV.VAG
File Folder: 	 Urban Agriculture

To: 	 Chief Administrative Officer

From: 	 Environmental Coordinator

Date: 	 August 20 th , 2009

Subject: 	 Chickens in Residential Areas

Background

On February 23 rd, 2008, Council received a delegation from a Hatzic resident, requesting
approval of the keeping of a small number of female chickens on residentially zoned lots. The
presentation raised some questions by Council regarding the potential for nuisance odours,
noise and dust, animal rights issues, predator attraction and avian influenza. While further
research into these concerns did not reveal definitive reasons for not allowing backyard hens in
urban areas, there are significant concerns from a bylaw enforcement and potential legal cost
perspective.

There are currently five municipal jurisdictions in close proximity which allow for the keeping of
backyard hens, with Vancouver being in the process of defining policy guidelines before full
implementation, see Appendix B.

Official Community Plan 

Smart Growth principles identified in the District's Official Community Plan include fostering
social interaction and unique neighbourhood identities, nurturing engaged citizenship and
mixing land uses. The OCP also recognizes the significance of agriculture as it relates to wildlife
habitat, lifestyle, community character, local food security and the environment. Furthermore, it
identifies the need to ensure compatible land uses near agricultural lands and to raise
awareness. Allowing for the keeping of a small number of chickens in residentially zoned areas
would be in keeping with the above principles and extend them from agriculture, which has a
limited land base in Mission, to urban agriculture. Urban agriculture has been recognized in
many communities, and the need and wish to grow one's own food is becoming stronger in
many urban residents. Urban agriculture could support small-scale, local food production and
provide an opportunity to enhance the community's character. Most recently, City of Vancouver
Council voted unanimously to change bylaws to allow for the keeping of hens on residential lots.

The actual time of urban chickens becoming legal in Vancouver is anticipated to be two to three
months away, to allow for the development of policy guidelines ensuring the humane treatment
of the hens and the protection of human health and welfare.

Zoning Bylaw
Staff's research into where chickens are allowed in the District of Mission at present revealed
that the Zoning Bylaw 3143-1998 currently does not even provide for the keeping of a small
number of chickens as part of an "accessory agricultural use," which is only permitted on lots
sized 0.36 hectares (0.88 acres) and larger. This shows a disconnect between the District's
commitment to support agriculture and local food security and the restrictions currently in place,
even on acreages. The new zoning bylaw could address this issue.
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Discussion

Overall, research conducted on the keeping of backyard hens did not raise immediate red flags
in terms of the anticipated areas of concern, such as avian influenza, animal rights, food safety,
& nuisance issues. However, discussions with Inspection Services staff revealed strong
concerns about the enforceability of the suggested bylaw changes, especially given current
staffing levels, as well as cost.

Avian Influenza 

Information provided by the Ministry of Agriculture's poultry specialist indicates that there is little
likelihood of spread of disease from commercial poultry operations to urban small flocks or vice
versa, due to the lack of contact between the two. An avian flu outbreak in Holland several
years ago resulted in the destruction of small flocks, however, since then Dutch officials decided
that they would simply advise small flock owners to keep their backyard hens inside until the
threat of transmission from wild birds had passed. A requirement for permitting or registration of
backyard flocks would facilitate small flock advisories in case of potential disease outbreaks.

Additional information provided by a Fraser Health Medical Health Officer indicates that there
may be a risk of infection, however, this risk is perceived to be small, if backyard hens are kept
within sanitary conditions, and apart from dwellings and commercial poultry operations. Since
the transmission of the avian flu virus can be the result of contact with feces of infected (wild)
birds, it is important to ensure that backyard flocks can be kept inside during potential
outbreaks. The Medical Health Officer concurred that the notification of backyard flock owners
would be adequate to minimize the chance of avian flu transmission and recommended
registration of backyard flocks, in keeping with the Dutch approach mentioned above.

Specific guidelines designed to minimize the risk of avian flu transmission to and from backyard
flocks are included in Appendix A.

Food Safety

According to the Ministry of Agriculture specialist, there may be some potential for food safety
concerns with the sale of eggs that may have been saved from a small number of chickens over
time and eggs that may have been stored improperly. Keeping in mind that there could be food
safety issues even with commercially produced eggs that are past their expiry date or have
been stored improperly, this issue could be addressed by specifically excluding the sale of eggs
from backyard hens. This limitation could form part of the guidelines proposed for the Dog
Licensing and Animal Control and Impounding Bylaw 1782-1988.

Animal Rights 

The SPCA's Animal Welfare Coordinator dealing with farm animals stated that his organization's
main concerns regarding backyard hens related to the lack of resources in highly urbanized
areas, such as Vancouver, including limited feed supplies, unsuited veterinarians and a general
lack of understanding of backyard hens' needs. He expressed a lower level of concerns for
jurisdictions, such as Mission, where there is ample access to proper poultry feed, farm
veterinarians and local expertise.

The Recommended Code of Practice for the Care and Handling of Pullets, Layers and Spent
Fowl, funded by the Agriculture and Agri-food Canada and the Canadian Food Inspection
Agency, specifies a minimum floor space of 483 cm 2 (75 in2) for caged egg laying birds and 0.19
m2 (295 in2) for litter-based and 950 cm2 (147 in 2) for wire/slat based free-run egg layers in
commercial operations. There is no requirement to provide outdoor run area for caged egg
layers at any time.

It is reasonable to expect that anyone deciding to keep up to four backyard hens would be in a
position to provide more space per hen than required by the above-mentioned code of practice.
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dwelling

Option 2
coop located 1.5 m from lot lines, as
per setback for "accessory enclosed
storage use; door opens away from
closest property lines

coop"-run

dwelling

Option 3
consenting neighbour to the west allows for
run to extend to property line; coop at least
meets minimum setback for 'accessory en-
closed storage use.°

coop
run

dwelling

Option 1
coop and run are located 3 m away from any
property line; door opens towards anywhere

/ coop
run

It is recommended that the Dog Licensing and Animal Control and Impounding Bylaw 1782-
1988 entail an entire set of animal husbandry guidelines to ensure proper housing and care, and
to address the issue of aging, sick or dying chickens. These guidelines should be distributed to
applicants at the time of registration. Appropriate conditions are detailed in Appendix A.

Predatory Animals & Pests

City of New Westminster staff, which does allow the keeping of chickens on lots of 6,000 ft 2 or
larger and which has a small number of residential chickens, voiced concerns about an
increased potential for rat infestations from improper housing and feed management. However,
the potential for additional attraction of predators and pests should be diminished by following
the guidelines outlined in Appendix A. Predatory animals and pests may also be attracted by a
variety of urban activities, including improperly stored waste, pets, provision of habitat and feed
(bird feeders), and poor property maintenance.

Nuisance (Noise, Odour, Dust)

Noise, dust and odours should be considered in the context of creating potential nuisances to
neighbouring residents. Noise should be kept to an acceptable level by the fact that the keeping
of urban hens does not include the keeping of roosters. The siting of coops could be anchored
in the new zoning bylaw, and should specify the following:

• backyard hens are not to be kept in front yards
• coops and runs must be located:

o Option 1: at least 3 m (9.84 ft) from any property line bordering another
residentially zoned lot, or

o Option 2: according to setbacks for an "accessory enclosed storage use" (1.25
m from rear and 1.5 m from interior side lot lines), if the entrance to the coop is
located away from the closest lot lines, or

o Option 3: meeting the setbacks for an "accessory enclosed storage use" for
the coop, but no setback for the run, if consented to by neighbouring residents.

Hen Scratch Ave
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Maintenance of coops and runs should be effective in minimizing dust, odours and flies, as
suggested in the guidelines in Appendix A.

End-of-Life Management

Backyard hens that are either no longer desired or suffering while nearing the end of their
natural lives should be euthanized by a veterinarian. Research shows that local veterinarians
would currently perform this type of service at a cost of approximately $60 per chicken. Due to
the chemical agent used, euthanized chickens cannot be buried in backyards and must be
cremated at the veterinary practice at additional cost. However, according to the Fraser Health
Medical Health Officer, burying backyard hens that have died of natural causes on the lot where
they were kept would be an acceptable practice, if proper practices are followed.
Recommendations for the management of deceased hens are laid out in the guidelines in
Appendix A.

Registration & Peer Advisory Service 

Discussions with Inspection Services staff indicate that the current staffing level does not
adequately provide for enforcement of the proposed guidelines. As an alternative to a District
run enforcement model, there could be an option of establishing a peer advisory service, where
residents wishing to register backyard hens would be required to make themselves available as
peer advisors, should any issues arise from any of the backyard hen registrants. The peer
advisors should have a vested interest in maintaining the required standards for all backyard
hen owners, so to protect the right to keep hens in urban yards. Should one or more backyard
hen(s) need to be seized, they could be made available to hobby farmers in the rural areas or, if
necessary, euthanized. The peer advisory program could be administrated by Environmental
Services staff.

Enforcement

If it became necessary, the seizing of backyard hens would likely still fall to bylaw enforcement
staff. Inspection Services staff has identified workload, enforceability and potential legal costs as
serious concerns.

Specifically, Inspection Services staff advises that the seizure of any backyard hens alone
would require a court order and a warrant. Hens would then need to be kept in a secure facility
under the District's control. The Animal Control shelter on Woodward Street is currently neither
set up to accommodate poultry, nor does the operating contract make any provision for the care
of chickens. Destruction of hens would require an additional court order, resulting in a total
estimated cost between $3000 and $5000 per occurrence.

Further time and cost constraints would include the staff time to take complaint calls, process
complaints, locate property owners, try for compliance, re-check the situation and potentially
proceed with legal action. If no legal action is required, Inspection Services staff estimates one
complaint call to cost in the vicinity of $500.

Fees

A one-time administration fee of $100 would serve to minimize impulse decisions on acquiring
backyard hens and support the peer advisory program, as well as the potential removal and
placement of chickens, should it become necessary. However, a $100 fee could not be
expected to cover the costs of Inspection Services staff dealing with complaints or potentially
needing to confiscate hens.

Summary
While health, food safety, animal welfare and nuisance issues should be considered in allowing
for the keeping of backyard hens, the general consensus among agricultural and health care
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professionals appears to be that these issues can be managed and minimized by proper animal
husbandry and sanitation practices. Allowing for the keeping of up to four backyard hens on
urban lots of 558 m2 (6006 ft2) and larger would be in keeping with sustainability principles, as
well as the District's OCP. Potential issues could be managed and minimized by including
specific guidelines for the keeping of backyard hens in the Dog Licensing and Animal Control
and Impounding Bylaw 1782-1988 and by supporting a peer advisory program.

Serious concerns remain about the enforceability of the suggested bylaw changes and
guidelines, especially in light of limited bylaw enforcement staffing levels and potential legal
costs.

Considering all of the above, Council could approve one of two options:

Option 1: 

THAT staff be directed to forward to Council the necessary bylaw amendments to permit
backyard chickens;

or

Option 2: 

THAT Council determine that it does not want to permit backyard chickens in the urban area.

Jennifer Meier
Environmental Coordinator

F:\ENGINEER\J Meier\Memos\Backyard Hens, final.doc
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APPENDIX A
Guidelines

Registration, Fees & Peer Advisory Service 
• backyard hens must be registered with the District by the property owner
• tenants wishing to keep backyard hens require written permission from the property owner
• registrants' information must include name, address, phone number and e-mail, if

available
• registrants must allow their contact information to be distributed to other backyard hen

owners to facilitate a peer advisory system
• registrants must make themselves available to provide advice to other backyard hen

owners, in case of complaints or identified issues with the way the hens are kept
• registrants must commit to immediately contacting a veterinarian, the provincial ministry of

agriculture, or local CFIA office, if infection with avian influenza is suspected.

Health and Safety
• there must be a minimum distance of 4.5 metres (14.76 ft) between chicken coops and

residences
• coops must be lockable to keep backyard hens inside at night and during avian flu events;
• chicken feeders and waterers must be kept inside the coop to avoid contamination of feed

and water supplies by wild birds carrying the avian flu virus
• coops must be thoroughly and routinely cleaned at least twice a week;
• access to coops must be limited and all persons coming into contact with the hens must

adhere to proper hygiene practices
• backyard hen owners must be aware of the signs of avian influenza in their flock, which

include:
• lack of energy and appetite;
• drop in production of eggs, many of which are soft-shelled or shell-less;
• swelling of the head, eyelids, comb, wattles, and hocks;
• coughing, sneezing and nervous signs;
• diarrhea;
• lack of coordination; and
• sudden death (within 24 to 48 hours) of the entire flock

Animal Rights, Pest & Predator Detraction 
• backyard hens must be kept in minimum numbers of two and must be locked up inside the

coop from dusk till dawn
• coops and runs must be designed and constructed to protect backyard hens from

predatory animals, such as dogs, raccoons, coyotes and predatory birds
• coops must have a roost or perch, a source of light and heat, be well insulated, ventilated,

lockable and provide a minimum space of 0.2 square metres (2 ft 2) per backyard hen
• coops shall contain clean wood shavings or straw to serve as bedding
• runs must be securely fenced and provide a minimum space of 1.5 square metres (16 ft 2 )

per backyard hen
• one nest box must be provided per two backyard hens, with nest boxes being at least 0.3

m (12 in) wide by 0.4 m (16 in) deep by 0.4 m (16 in) high
• backyard hens must be provided with a clean supply of water and feed daily
• backyard hens must be provided daily outdoor access in fenced runs, unless otherwise

necessitated by an avian flu advisory
• outdoor runs shall be sited to ensure access to sand and grass
• feed storage containers must be rodent resistant and must be kept inside a shed or the
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residence to minimize large animal attraction
• feed must be provided inside the coop only and at appropriate rates to minimize the

attraction of rats and other rodents.

Nuisance Minimization 
• dust and odours must be confined to the lot on which the backyard hens are kept
• runs must be kept in conditions that minimize the generation of dust, therefore, access to

sand for "dust baths" shall be provided in designated "sand boxes;"
• manure must be either composted in backyard composters with yard waste and utilized or

included in the curbside compost collection. If included in the curbside collection system,
manure must be bagged in compostable plastic bags and placed inside a designated
compost bin for collection

• backyard hens may not be slaughtered on-site for any reason
• backyard hens that died of natural causes may be buried on-site, but no closer than 4.5

metres from any lot line and no less than 0.5 metres (1.64 ft) deep; lime must be included
in the backfill

• deceased backyard hens may be included in the garbage stream of the curbside collection
system, provided they are double bagged and placed inside a designated curbside
garbage bin

• backyard hens that were euthanized must be left with the veterinarian for incineration
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Appendix B

Keeping Poultry on Regular Residential Lots in Other Lower Mainland & Vancouver Island
Jurisdictions 

Municipality Bylaw Details

City of. Burnaby Animal Control Bylaw
1991— Bylaw 9609

allows for poultry, as long as it is not at large.

Health Bylaw, 1926 fowl is defined as "turkeys, geese, ducks, barn
door fowls and other poultry"; must be kept in
enclosures to prevent escape; enclosures must
be regularly cleaned and disinfected and kept
free of offensive odours; no fowl to be kept in,
underneath or attached to residences

City of New
Westminster

Public Health Bylaw,
1967

poultry 	 is 	 defined 	 as 	 "ducks, 	 geese, 	 turkeys,
pigeons and pheasants"; allows for 8 poultry on
at least 6,000 ft2 , which may be increased by one
per each additional 750 ft 2 up to a half acre, and
by one for each 500 ft2 on sites exceeding a half
acre, up to a maximum of fifty. Poultry not to be
kept closer than 50 ft from nearest dwelling, 100
ft if more than 12 birds. Shed, pen or enclosure
not to be closer than 2 ft to any property line and
to provide at least 8 ft3 total space and 4 ft2 floor
space per bird. Floors must be designed to catch
all droppings and shed must be kept clean and
periodically washed and disinfected; roof must be
waterproof. Birds must have access to water at
all times.

City of Victoria Animal Control Bylaw no farm animals or roosters allowed, however,
fowl is not included in the definition of "farm
animal." Instead it is included under the definition
of "animal" as "fowl and other members of the
poultry genus"

City of Port
Coquitlam

Bylaw No. 1020 the definition of "cattle" includes "any horse,
stallion, mule, bull, steer, goat, ram, sheep, boar,
swine or cattle of any kind, or any geese, ducks,
fowls or domestic poultry, and rabbits." It is only
prohibited to have cattle "run at large," which is
defined as "not upon the premises of its owner."

City of
Vancouver

Animal Control Bylaw; to
be amended to repeal
the prohibition against
keeping backyard hens

currently refining set of policy guidelines for the
keeping of backyard hens on urban lots.
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Engineering and Public Works
Memorandum
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File Category: 	 GOV.REG.CFV
File Folder: 	 Fraser Valley Transit System

To: 	 Chief Administrative Officer

From: 	 Director of Engineering & Public Works

Date: 	 August 21, 2009

Subject: 	 Presentation from John Steiner re: Regional Transportation Study.

At a recent Council meeting staff was requested to ask John Steiner of Urban Systems to present an
update on the Regional Transportation Study being completed for the FVRD and Ministry of
Transportation and Infrastructure (MOTI). I spoke with John about making this presentation and he asked
that I go through the FVRD and MOTI as his contract is with them. Staff at FVRD and MOTI were
reluctant to agree to make this presentation noting the following:

• Regular reports are being made to the FVRD Board with representation from all the
municipalities.

• A Council of Council's meeting was held recently where an update was provided.

• Individual Council presentations have not been included in the budget.

• Once a draft report is completed it will be circulated to the individual municipalities for
comment.

If Council would still like Mr. Steiner to make a presentation, I am sure he would be willing to do so at an
additional cost. Allowing 4 hours including travel time the cost would be approximately $600.

FAENGINEER\RBOMHO 	 ansit\FVRD Transit Study request for update Aug 2009.doc
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ENGINEERING AND PUBLIC WORKS

File Category: 	 PRO.DOM.LAN
File Folder: 	 Fees

To: 	 Chief Administrative Officer
From: 	 Environmental Coordinator
Date: 	 August 21st , 2009

Subject: 	 Out-of-town Gypsum Rate

Recommendation

THAT item 8 in schedule A of the Refuse Collection and Disposal Bylaw 1387-1984 be
amended by deleting the words "but excluding gypsum."

Background

In early July of this year, item 8 of schedule A was amended to increase the rate for refuse
received from outside the District from $100 to $150 per tonne. Gypsum is currently accepted at
$130 per tonne from Mission customers. In order to not charge less for gypsum received from
out-of town customers than the regular rate, item 8 read as follows:

8. 	 At the Engineer's discretion, loads with refuse received
from outside of the District of Mission or Fraser Valley
Regional District Electoral Areas C, F, or G, but
excluding gypsum $100.00 / tonne

minimum of $11.00 / load

Now that the out-of-town rate is higher than the regular rate for gypsum, gypsum should no
longer be exempt from the out-of-town rate.

Item 8 should, therefore, read as follows:

8:	 At the Engineer's discretion, loads with refuse received
from outside of the District of Mission or Fraser Valley
Regional District Electoral Areas C, F, or G

4/14-0.Lk
ennifer Meier

Environmental Coordinator

$150.00 / tonne
minimum of $11.00 / load

FAENGINEERW Meier\Memos\Gypsum Out -of-town Rate.doc

P.O. Box 20, 8645  Stave Lake Street, Mission, B.C. V2V 4L9
Phone (604) 820-3703 Fax (604) 826-1363 & (604) 820-3715 Web Site: www.mission.ca E-mail: grobertson@mission.ca
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Minutes

The Minutes of the DOWNTOWN REVITALIZATION TASK FORCE meeting held at
the Bellevue Hotel, on July 21, 2009 commencing at 8:00 am

Members Present:

Staff Present:

Absent:

James Atebe, Mayor (Chair)
Heather Stewart (Council Representative)
Brad Fletcher, (Downtown)
Karen Bogle, Union Gospel Mission
Klaus-B. Werner, Mission Community Services
Margot Greger, (DBA Representative)
Liz Clay (DBA Representative)
Maurice Hulscher (Downtown)
Roy Nicholson, Roads Foreman

Kim Tvergyak, Administrative Clerk
Chris Race, District of Mission Bylaw
Kerry Bysouth, Manager of Parks & Facilities

Constable Todd Russell, RCMP
Laura Hoelzley-Barrow, Mission Community Services
Caitlin Williams, Mission Community Services
Matt Dunham, Superintendent of Roads and Drainage

1. CALL TO ORDER AND RELATED BUSINESS

The meeting was officially called to order at 8:05 a.m.

2. MINUTES

Moved by Karen Bogle, seconded by Margot Greger

THAT the minutes of the May 19, 2009 and the Notes from the June 16, 2009 Downtown
Revitalization Task Force meeting be adopted.

CARRIED

3. BUSINESS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES

(a) Welcome to Historic Downtown Mission Sign (Liz Clay)

The changes recommended to the design of the sign:

Replace "Welcome" with "Enjoy"
Incorporate the DOM & DBA logos
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Downtown Revitalization Task Force
July 21, 2009

Change boy & dog to seniors having coffee

Make sure the design is easy for motorist driving by to read

It was discussed that the size of the sign will dictate on how busy the sign will
appear.

Before a final draft is done by the artist, we need to receive the DBA input.
Once the final draft is complete, the Task Force will recommend the sign to
council for their approval.

ACTION: Margot Greger to take the draft Downtown Mission sign to the DBA
for their input, and bring back their recommendations to the August 18, 2009
meeting of the Downtown Revitalization Task Force, so Liz Clay has clear
direction on completing the sign for council approval.

Moved by Liz Clay seconded by Maurice Hulscher

THAT the Downtown Revitalization Task Force recommend to support in
principle the Welcome to Downtown Mission sign with the changes as discussed
above and subject to the DBA input.

CARRIED.

(b) Parking Enforcement (Chris Race, Bylaw Enforcement)

C. Race discussed with the Task Force that putting up No Parking signs on the
south side of N. Railway may impede business for the Bellevue Hotel guests. B.
Fletcher owner of the Bellevue mentioned that he can control this with parking
passes for his guests to be allowed to park in these spots during the No Parking
hours.

ACTION: C. Race, Bylaw Enforcement and B. Fletcher, Bellevue owner to
design a parking pass for those guests of the hotel.

Moved by B. Fletcher, seconded by M. Greger.
THAT the Task Force recommend to District of Mission Council that all 18
parking stalls along the south side of N. Railway be posted as "No Parking
between 5am-8am Monday to Friday."

CARRIED.

(c) StreetScape re: Trees (Kerry Bysouth, Manager Parks & Facilities)

K. Bysouth handed out a report on four conceptual options for the First Avenue
Trees that was requested of him at the May 19, 2009 meeting. K. Bysouth
mentioned that in order to put towards council as a capital cost he needs to
know which direction the Task Force would like him to follow.

The Task Force discussed replacing the trees with a cross between a tree and a
shrub providing some shade and cutting down on destructive root systems,
replacing the benches with functional divided benches and possibly the bollards
in a recyclable material. It was also discussed that input from the DBA is
needed.
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Downtown Revitalization Task Force
July 21, 2009

ACTION: M. Greger to take the list of options to the DBA for their input and
bring comments back to the August 18, 2009 meeting.

Moved by M. Greger, seconded by K. Bogle.
THAT the Task Force support a cross between option A & B and to forward the
options to the DBA for their input.

M. Dunham was to bring an inventory of capital items that have been invested in
the downtown area in the last 5-10 years.

R. Nicholson filling in for M. Dunham discussed a list of 11 inventory capital
items. R. Nicholson to forward the list with costs attached to K. Tvergyak to add
to the August 18, 2009 agenda as part of the review on the Matrix.

(d) CPTED Letter Review
Defer to August 2009 Meeting.

(e) Matrix and Mandate
Defer to August 2009 Meeting.

4. NEW BUSINESS

5. OLD BUSINESS
(a) Thank you letter to Eric LeBlanc

Moved by K. Bogle seconded by B. Fletcher.
THAT the correspondence be received for information.

CARRIED.

6. ADJOURNMENT
The meeting adjourned at 9:45 am.

The next meeting will take place on Tuesday, August 18, 2009 at 8:00 am. at the
Bellevue Hotel.
F: ENGINEER \Downtown Revitalization Task Force \MINUTES \2009\July 21, 20091July 21 09.doc
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From: 	 Elizabeth Kuppers [
Sent: 	 Friday, July 03, 2009 11:07 PM
To: 	 Information INet
Cc: 	 Frank Ryan
Subject: 	 Fire burning in city back yards

Attention: Mayor Atebe, City Council

When is Mission going to ban all back yard burning including backyard camp fires in the city?
We are so disappointed and discouraged with the "fire approval" bylaw that Mission has...It
is such an uncomfortable hot evening tonight at 11:30 pm (July 3rd), and the neighbors behind
us 	 are stinking up our whole house with their smelly smoke!! When is
this going to stop? The fire dept keeps telling us to "shut our windows"...what kind of a
ridiculous solution is that??? So you are telling us that even though we always pay our
taxes on time that we have to suffer in a hot house because our neighbours have every right
to stink up our air? Our curtains stink! Our bedding stinks! The whole house stinks!!!

I'm sorry, but we are just fed up with these bylaws that allow backyard fire pits and allow
smoky air!! When is the city council going to change this?? What rights do we have?? Is it
so wrong to want to keep our windows open to cool off our house on hot days????

Completely disappointed with Mission's burning bylaws, Elizabeth Kuppers
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July 20, 2009

Mission City Mayor and Council:

I am most dismayed at burning permits being freely given out to areas where houses are
extremely close to one another.

I'm sure you have satisfied some people immensely. But what about others that are
subjected to the smoke in their windows all night long, and into the morning, while the
neighbour's party on. For some it is just one long party with lots of wood to burn.

Please try to remember the rest of us while we are forced to close our windows and roast,
or open them, and cough our way into the night.

P.S. Your decision to grant permits to every area is insane!
I would appreciate a response.

Gwen Woods
33132 Myrtle Ave.
Mission, B.C.
V2V 5W1 604-826-3848
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Inspection Services
Memorandum
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D1STRICT OF

lssion
ON THE FRASER

To: 	 Chief Administrative Office

From:	 Manager of Inspection Services
Date: 	 August 20, 2009

Subject: 	 Business Licence Statistics and Compliance

Background

On June 15, 2009 staff was directed to provide a report regarding the feasibility of checking for
business licences, similar to what is done for dog licences.

Report:

Beginning on March 1 st of every year canvassers, working for the contractor of Mission Animal
Control Services, go door-to-door canvassing the municipality to ensure that all dogs over the
age of 7 months are licenced.

In 2007 and 2008, the Bylaw Enforcement Officer canvassed the newspapers and internet and
went door-to-door as time permitted to locate businesses in Mission and have them licenced.
The attached statistical report shows evidence of the increased number of businesses licenced
in these years. Due to the work load in 2009, the Bylaw Enforcement Officer has not yet been
able to provide this service.

Should Council wish to ensure that staff completes an annual survey of all businesses, this
could be done by hiring an auxiliary employee, possibly a student, for a two month period. The
cost for this 2 month period would be approximately $16,848.00, (staff salary including overhead
would be approximately $12,848.00 ($2,855.03 per two week period) and the leasing of a
vehicle for 2 months would be approximately $4000.00). This would be the equivalent of 114
business licences.

It is anticipated that the increase in the number of businesses licenced during this time period
would likely offset the costs of the auxiliary position. This action would free up time for the two
existing Bylaw Enforcement Officers to become proactive in dealing with untidy and unsightly
premises and other enforcement issues.

Beverly Endersby

GAInspectthylawenforce\crbusinesscanvassing
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DtsrmicT OF MISSION
Date Ack'd 1 Date Distd

F, c)der Name

THE CENTER FOR

EPILEPSY 

&SEIZURE EDUCATION
Ln t 	 IN BRITISH COLUMBIA

Unit 106- 32868 Ventura Avenue Abbotsford, BC V2S 6J3 	 Phone 604-853-7399 Fax 604-853-7336

August 24th, 2009

Honourable James Atebe
Mayor, Mission, British Columbia
8645 Stave Lake Street, Box 20
Mission, BC V2V 4L9

Dear Mr. Mayor and Members of City Council,

In 1998 families dealing with epilepsy from Mission, Abbotsford, Chilliwack and other Fraser Valley Communities were in crisis.
As a result The Fraser Valley Epilepsy Society was conceived. Our inception was additionally validated by the Children's
Commission investigating the1999 drowning death of a Mission teenager during a seizure. In 2000 their report stressed a clear
and definite need for epilepsy education and support programs in British Columbia. The WHO has since highlighted epilepsy as
a global priority. Initially a regional organization, the demand for our programs propelled our growth to a provincial entity and
then beyond a to a national and international player in the field of epilepsy. Now, The Center for Epilepsy and Seizure
Education in BC (CESEBC) — a registered charity (#BN 868401746 FIR001) and an Incorporated BC Society (#S4021) - has
been providing community services and education programs in this province for more than ten years.

In Mission, more than 1% of the population is affected by epilepsy and more than one in fourteen seniors will be affected by
epilepsy. Since 1998 Mission has been the beneficiary of many of our free programs including: Services to Mission families in
crisis, education materials and workshops for support workers, schools, health units and individuals. We are proud to share with
you that we reach thousands of people annually through our programs.

As I am sure you can appreciate, in the current financial climate our local funding efforts have not matched past successes, yet
the demands on our services continue to escalate. So, we have a plan for a new fundraiser and we ask for your support and
assistance.

We are requesting four tickets to the Official Opening Ceremonies of the Olympics, and two tickets to as many Olympic events
being held in the Lower Mainland as possible. The tickets will be used as a licensed Gaming fundraiser for our Society. We
anticipate that given the popularity of the Olympics, our local lottery may raise funds in the amount $75-100,000 range or
greater. Funds raised, then, would be used for epilepsy support and education and programs that also assist in reducing the
astronomical cost of epilepsy to our government and health care system.

I am attaching a fast fact sheet for your review. This sheet provides an overview regarding the numbers of individuals, families
and children who are affected by epilepsy in your community. Epilepsy has an enormous impact on quality of life, academic
achievement, employment, productivity and cost to government I would be more than happy to deliver a brief presentation to
council, providing the above information.

We appreciate your support and that of the other outstanding city council members in serving the larger community. Thank
you.

Ted Downey
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_Fast Tait Sheet

• Epilepsy is the second most reported primary care neurological disorder
worldwide, in our Americas it is the most reported.

• US Research finds that direct and indirect lifetime costs of epilepsy totals
$11.1 billion US including consideration of lost earnings, under-employment,
and early mortality related to living with epilepsy.

• Direct costs of epilepsy in Canada (2001-2) was nearly $100,000,000.00; and
associated indirect costs to Canada was a staggering 698,000,000.00

• People living with epilepsy use 35% more medical services (Physician visits,
emergency room visits and hospital admissions) than even people multiple
medical problems.

• More than 40,000 people live with epilepsy in BC; about 1% of the population
or one in ten will experience a seizure in their lifetime

• On average, one in fourteen seniors will develop epilepsy.

But with proper patient education, medical supports, specialised clinics and
peer and a variety of psycho-social support systems, costs listed above can be
significantly reduced.

Seizure Education
The Center for Seizure and Epilepsy Education is a member of the Canadian
Epilepsy Alliance (CEA) that represents the nation's community organizations that
provide non-medical services related to epilepsy. We are active members, and in
fact, our programs and materials are featured in CEA's national campaign; and
our Executive Director is Communication Chair for the CEA. Additionally, she is
also CEA's Co Chair for the 'UNITY for Epilepsy Campaign', a joint initiative
between our complex national medical community, the Canadian League Against
Epilepsy (CLEA) and CEA. We are proud to have been a founding member of the
joint CLAE and CEA working committee. We have also drawn favourable attention
in research, as presenters and participants at International gatherings and
conferences.

We are intensely aware that communities in B.0 are in need of critical assistance
to support those living or dealing with the effects of epilepsy. As a result of this
concern, we developed the following free programs and materials that are
provincial in nature. All are in urgent need of funding.

• ABC's of Seizure Management Program
• Client Services and Support for individuals, families and caregivers.
• Resource Center provides pamphlets books, and educational videos
• Web Wave informational web site helps access medical professionals.
• Newsletters: Epilepsy Connection includes notification of events, news and

updates It programs. Epilepsy Matters, a national CEA newsletter
addresses relevant issues of families, caregivers, and individuals who live
with epilepsy to unite them nationally.
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National-

• Every day 42 Canadians learn they have epilepsy. And while epilepsy may be
described as relatively common, it is definitely not cheap. There are enormous
financial and social costs associated with epilepsy that are paid by individuals
living with epilepsy, their support network, health systems, governments and
taxpayers.

• Many studies have documented stigmatization, increased levels of anxiety and
depression that lead to reduced propensity to marry and higher rates of
unemployment. Society, then, loses the potential contributions of people living
with epilepsy.

• The toss of productivity, creativity and labour of people living with epilepsy at
each and every government level including the National is clearly significant.

:Provincial

• In BC in 2007 epilepsy was the second most frequently reported medical
condition in children, fully 5,857 such diagnoses, or 14.4% of children's chronic
disabilities!

• Health care is consistently the single largest expenditure of BC's annual budget.
There are 40,000 people living with epilepsy in BC.

• People tend to think of epilepsy (also called a seizure disorder) as a condition
that happens most often in childhood. But studies show that risks of developing
epilepsy increase after the age of 60. On average, one in fourteen seniors will
develop epilepsy. When people in their sixties, seventies, or eighties experience
unusual feelings - lost time, suspended awareness or confusion - it's easy to
assume that it's just part of getting older. But those unusual feelings may be
generated by brief seizures.

• Moreover, older people face special challenges in living with and adjusting to
epilepsy and seizures.

• The Health Region with the most diagnoses of epilepsy in children was Fraser
Health with 2,045 children, Fraser South with 918, and Vancouver with 744.

enemas ul

• Since epilepsy begins early and affects people throughout their lives, its effects
are particularly devastating. Persons with epilepsy have an increased risk of
serious injury and death; an estimated 40,000 people per year die due to
accidents, and other consequences of their seizures.

• Epilepsy is more than a medical condition; it is a lived personal experience
impacting all aspects of a person's life. Seizure disorders were historically
deemed as possession by the devil, and these still colour our notions of people
living with epilepsy. Therefore, they are often trivialized, marginalized,
misunderstood, undervalued or even mocked. Nor is it surprising that this
constant public response engenders anxiety, stress and depression which in turn
may affect their medical status and their quality of life.

Source Local' and T-rovinciaf Statistics: British Columbia Vital'Statistics Agency



MINUTES of the SPECIAL MEETING of the COUNCIL of the DISTRICT OF
MISSION held in the Council Chambers of the Municipal Hall, 8645 Stave Lake
Street, Mission, British Columbia, on June 25, 2009 commencing at 5:00 p.m.

Council Members Present: Mayor James Atebe
Councillor Terry Gidda
Councillor Paul Horn
Councillor Danny Plecas
Councillor Mike Scudder
Councillor Jenny Stevens
Councillor Heather Stewart

Staff Members Present:
	

Glen Robertson, chief administrative officer
Kelly Ridley, deputy director of corporate administration
Carmelle Jullion, executive assistant

1. NEW BUSINESS
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SC09/192
JUNE 25/09

Potential Closure of Mission Memorial Hospital Emergency Services
(District of Mission Press Release attached)

Mayor Atebe welcomed Randy Hawes, MLA and Marc Dalton, MLA and the following
from Fraser Health Authority: Dr. Nigel Murray, FHA President and Chief Executive
Officer, Ms. Arden Krystal, VP Acute Care Network, Ms. Barbara Korabek, VP
Primary Care and Community Health Network, Mr. David Plug, Interim VP
Communications and Public Affairs, Mr. Peter Goldthorpe, VP Capital Projects, Real
Estate and Facilities, Ms. Vivian Giglio, Executive Director, Acute Care, Mission
Memorial Hospital and Abbotsford Regional Health and Cancer Centre, Dr. Keith
Wong, Medical Director, Mission Memorial Hospital, Ms. Kathi Thompson, Senior
Consultant, Public Relations and stated that the purpose of today's meeting was to
discuss the potential closure of Mission Memorial Hospital Emergency Services.

The mayor noted the strong opposition from council and the community to the
potential closure of Mission Memorial Hospital Emergency Department. He
expressed concern that the District of Mission has been working closely with Fraser
Health on a health care plan. Last year Fraser Health allocated 20 million dollars to
Mission for health planning and he asked why now that the plan was released Fraser
Health is considering closure.

Dr. Nigel Murray acknowledged the concerns of the community and stated that no
decision has been made. The Fraser Health Authority has yearly assessments of
the funds being spent in the Fraser Valley on health care and they do not want to
close or reduce services but ensure better quality services and ensure the funds are
being used for the right services and in the right manner.

Dr. Murray noted that a joint community health plan was developed and they are
looking forward to further discussions on improving and building health services in
Mission. Although in the budget process, services need to be redefined and the
urgent services in Mission are being reviewed, they are committed to patient care
and quality of care.
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In response to questions from council, Dr. Murray responded that during discussions
of "urgent services", accessibility, safety, quality and affordability are considered.
Fraser Health Authority has been trying to increase services from general
practitioners for the hospital and have received help from family practitioners but it
takes time.

Councillor Stevens commented that the last seven years has been very
disappointing as consideration to Mission's health care needs is only addressed
following decisions being made for the community.

Councillor Horn expressed concern with the lack of services for Mission for a number
of years and the fact that the community is still without a maternity ward and feel that
expansion should not be discussed if basic services are being jeopardized. He
would like Fraser Health to clarify urgent vs. emergency health care in Mission and
noted that there were 18,000 visits to the Mission Memorial Hospital emergency
room last year and ambulance service would be required to transport a further
distance which would largely affect patient care.

Dr. Murray responded that a governance has been established between Fraser
Health Authority and a group of Mayors which is chaired by Mayor Fassbender of
Langley.

Councillor Horn noted that Fraser Health needs to ensure in the future that they
discuss our community health care issues with council as the communication seems
to be minimal until the community protests.

Councillor Plecas commented that Mission has lost many health services over the
years and questioned whether Fraser Health is withholding funds for Mission to fund
larger communities' health care.

Dr. Murray stated that Fraser Health is aware of the health care services required in
both large and small communities and changes are not always about fiscal pressure
but to ensure that health services are accessible and effective within the
communities. All health authorities are presently struggling and hard decisions need
to be made, but there is good framework to make these decisions.

Councillor Scudder asked if the emergency room at Mission Memorial Hospital is
going to close, but no response seems to be forthcoming. He noted that Fraser
Health Authority should consult council and the community before finalizing any
decisions.

Dr. Murray responded that the Board of Directors and executive are committed to the
community.

Councillor Stewart expressed concern about Fraser Health Authority's yearly
planning process and their lack of consultation with council as there is always a
concern to sustain appropriate health care in our community. Mission requires
special consideration due to our location and an increase in services not a decrease.

Dr. Murray noted that places like Mission can have special services and there are
positive things on the planning table to attract people to Mission.
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Councillor Gidda noted that there are approximately 38,000 people in Mission that
use the health services in addition to outlying areas including Dewdney and Deroche
and questioned if emergency service is included in appropriate or urgent care. He
questioned why $20 million was reserved for Mission if there are discussions of
closure.

Dr. Murray replied that this process is not isolated to Mission only. He notes that
Section 2.3 Assumptions in the Community Health Plan for Mission states that
"Options will align with and support the advancement of the vision and, or strategic
goals of the Ministry of Health Services, Fraser Health and the District of Mission",
but cannot pre-empt decisions. He noted that urgent care is emergency care and
Mission will have the best possible services.

Mayor Atebe noted that removing the emergency services from Mission Memorial
Hospital, which is critical and essential to our community, does not build a
community health centre and the driving distance for Mission residents to other
hospitals could mean the difference between life and death. He stated that health
services should be supported equally between health authorities and communities.

Randy Hawes, MLA noted that Fraser Health starts with a basic budget then
expends on needed services, and any community in fear of losing health services
would also panic, but Fraser Health needs to consider all services and not just in
Mission. He noted it was unfortunate that the possibility that Mission Memorial
Hospital emergency services may close was leaked into the media, as it is on the
bottom of the list as there are large waiting times in Abbotsford's emergency room
and that less emergent patients will travel to Mission where the wait time is less. He
stated that presently there is not a need for consultation and no decisions have been
made. Once decisions have been made, the Minister of Health will be aware,
followed by the MLA, mayor and council in Mission and that council would receive
the decision well in advance of any action being taken.

Councillor Stewart noted that thousands of dollars have been spent on the
preparation of the recently released health care report and the emergency
department is a key access point to Mission's health care plan and a possible
closure should be removed from any discussion.

Dr. Murray replied to questions from council that the budget process will be complete
in the next few weeks and they are considering a three year plan and acute capacity
to 2020 and there is a 20-year horizon in the planning process.

Mayor Atebe concluded the meeting by thanking all in attendance and expressing his
desire that communication between FHA and the District continue.

In conclusion, Dr. Murray noted that services in Mission will expand
eventually and will attract employment opportunities to the community and urgent
care will be provided to Mission.
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2. ADJOURNMENT

Moved by Councillor Horn, seconded by Councillor Scudder, and

RESOLVED: That the meeting be adjourned.
CARRIED

The meeting was adjourned at 6:30 p.m.

JAMES ATEBE, MAYOR 	 DENNIS CLARK, DIRECTOR OF
CORPORATE ADMINISTRATION

G:\clerk\minutes\sc090625.doc



MINUTES of the REGULAR MEETING of the COUNCIL of the DISTRICT OF
MISSION held in the Council Chambers of the Municipal Hall, 8645 Stave Lake
Street, Mission, British Columbia, on August 17, 2009 commencing at 6:30 p.m.

Council Members Present: Mayor James Atebe
Councillor Terry Gidda
Councillor Danny Pieces
Councillor Mike Scudder
Councillor Jenny Stevens
Councillor Heather Stewart

Council Members Absent: Councillor Paul Horn

Staff Members Present: 	 Glen Robertson, chief administrative officer
Dennis Clark, director of corporate administration
Jennifer Russell, legislative assistant
Tracey Takahashi, administrative clerk
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RC09/543
AUG. 17/09

RC09/544
AUG. 17/09

1. RESOLUTION TO RESOLVE INTO COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE

Moved by Councillor Stewart, seconded by Councillor Stevens, and

RESOLVED: That council now resolve itself into committee of the whole.
CARRIED

2. DELEGATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS

Wolf Klix
Re: Requesting Traffic Change on Charman Street

Mr. Wolf Klix appeared before council to express his concerns regarding the
intersection of Charman Street and Cherry Avenue.

Mr. Klix explained some of the traffic safety issues he has seen over time, and asked
council to consider making Charman Street a one way street northbound for one
block.

The mayor thanked Mr. Kiix for the presentation.

Moved by Councillor Gidda, and

RECOMMENDED:

1. That a review of the intersection of Charman Street and Cherry Avenue be
referred to the traffic safety committee; and

2. That council be provided with a report with recommendations after that review.
CARRIED
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Staff were directed to investigate the spelling of the "Charman Street" blue blades
and make any necessary corrections.

RC09/545
AUG. 17/09

RC09/546
AUG. 17/09

Sean Melia, Chamber of Commerce
Re: Business Awards

Mr. Sean Melia, president, Mission Regional Chamber of Commerce, appeared
before council to provide information regarding the annual business excellence
awards and to personally invite the members of council to the award ceremony on
October 23, 2009.

Mr. Melia stated that there are awards for eight different categories, and that the
awards also focus on young entrepreneurs, customer excellence, non-profit
organizations. Mr. Melia asked that council actively consider submitting nominations
for all of the categories of awards.

The mayor thanked Mr. Melia for the presentation.

3. ADOPTION OF INFORMATIONAL ITEMS

Moved by Councillor Scudder, and

RECOMMENDED: That the following items be received as information:
(a) email from Nona Hill dated August 1, 2009 regarding the Support Our Forces

`Thank a Soldier' initiative;

(b) Fraser Valley Regional District's wood stove exchange program;
(c) follow-up report for DV08-013 (McEachern) at 33475 Cherry Avenue;

(d) response to Dan Williamson's presentation to council on July 27, 2009;
(e) rain garden maintenance;

(f) Canada Day wrap-up meeting notes;

(g) letter of invitation to the September 19, 2009 Celebration of Community Event
dated August 5, 2009 from Lisa Lowe, Celebration of Community Organizing
Committee;

(h) Mission Institution report for July 2009;

(i) Ferndale institution population profile for August 2009; and
(j) release of information from closed council meeting of August 10, 2009:

i) that Larry Watkinson be permanently appointed as the Assistant Fire Chief
— Training and Fire Prevention, effective August 3, 2009; and

ii) that staff be authorized to execute the escrow agreement with Genstar
Titleco, Madison Development Corporation and Clark Wilson.

CARRIED

Councillor Stevens noted her opposition to the motion to execute the escrow
agreement.
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RC09/547
AUG. 17/09

RC09/548
AUG. 17/09

RC09/549
AUG. 17/09

RC09/550
AUG. 17/09

4. PLANNING

Councillor Stewart assumed the Chair.

Rescind Zone Amending Bylaw 4042-2008-3143(294) and Close
Development Application Files R07-028 and S07-025

Movedby Councillor Scudder, and

RECOMMENDED:

1. That first, second and third readings of zone amending bylaw 4042-2008-
3143(294) be rescinded; and

2. That rezoning application R07-028 and subdivision application S07-025 be
closed.

CARRIED

Third Reading Report for R08-005 (Castro) — 33043 2 nd Avenue

A report from Dayle Reti, senior planner, dated August 17, 2009 regarding rezoning
application R08-005 for property located at 33043 — 2' d Avenue was provided for the
committee's information.

Follow-Up Report for Consideration of Approval of Development Variance
DV08-013 (McEachern) at 33475 Cherry Avenue

Moved by Mayor Atebe, and

RECOMMENDED: That development variance permit DV08-013, in the name of
Bella Vista Home Builders for property located at 33475 Cherry Avenue and legally
described as Parcel Identifier: 017-236-967; Lot 1, Section 28, Township 17, New
Westminster District, Plan NWP88333 to vary Section 301.3 Lot Area, Width at Front
Lot line and Depth of District of Mission zoning bylaw 3143-1998 for proposed Lot 1
by reducing lot depth from 30.0 m (98.42 ft) to 25.33 m (83.10 ft) for proposed Lot 1
be approved.
CARRIED

LATE ITEM — Meadowlands Proposal

Moved by Mayor Atebe, and

RECOMMENDED:

1. That staff prepare a report forwarding rezoning application R07-021 for
consideration of first and second readings;

2. That a public information meeting be held prior to a public hearing; and

3. 	 That staff begin the internal and external referral process.
CARRIED
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RC09/552
AUG. 17/09

RC09/553
AUG. 17/09

Moved by Councillor Stevens, and

RECOMMENDED: That staff prepare a report outlining the neighbourhood plan
process, including a timeline, for the Goundrey Street/York Street/North Hatzic
corridor, excluding the properties comprising rezoning application R07-021.
CARRI ED

5. PARKS RECREATION AND CULTURE

Councillor Scudder assumed the Chair.

Food Services Contract — Additional Year

Moved by Councillor Gidda, and

RECOMMENDED: That approval be granted to add an additional year (2014) to the
term of the License for Use Agreement with Red's Food Service Consulting with a
monthly fee of $1,500.00.
CARRIED

6. ADMINISTRATION AND FINANCE

Councillor Stevens assumed the Chair.

Business Licence Statistics and Compliance

A report from Beverly Endersby, manager of inspection services, dated July 27, 2009
regarding business licence statistics and compliance was provided for the
committee's information.

Staff were directed to confirm and report back on the estimated amount of additional
revenue that may result from hiring an auxiliary employee.

RC09/554
AUG. 17/09

RC09/555
AUG. 17/09

Request to Recalculate 2008 Property Taxes due to Property Assessment
Appeal at 12219 Powell Street

This item was deferred to the committee of the whole meeting of September 8, 2009.

Jennie Bice, President Mission Arts Council
Re: Mission Arts Council Funding

Moved by Councillor Stevens, and

RECOMMENDED: That staff provide a report containing options for the possibility of
advancing a portion of the 2010 fee for service grant to the Mission Arts Council.
CARRIED
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RC09/557
AUG. 17/09

RC09/558
AUG. 17/09

Housekeeping of Dog Licensing and Animal Control and Impounding Bylaw
1782-1988

Moved by Councillor Scudder, and

RECOMMENDED: That dog licensing and animal control and impounding bylaw
1782-1988 be amended by deleting the words "or any unlicensed dog" from Section
5.3. as follows:

5.3 The Poundkeeper may seize any dog or large animal found running at large,
and shall forthwith after making such seizure cause such dog or large animal
to be impounded, and the Poundkeeper shall retain such dog or large animal
for 72 hours unless such dog or large animal be sooner reclaimed, and if the
dog or large animal is not reclaimed within the said 72 hours, the
Poundkeeper may cause such dog or large animal to be destroyed or sold
by auction or private sale: provided that when any such dog or large animal
has been impounded and it is found to be suffering from any injury, disease
or sickness, the Poundkeeper may immediately destroy such dog or large
animal if it is in the opinion that such dog or large animal would not survive
such injury, disease or sickness, or that it would be an act of humanity so to
destroy such dog or large animal.

CARRIED

Street Naming Amendment for Sections of Hayward Street

Moved by Councillor Scudder, and

RECOMMENDED: That council approve the following street naming changes:

(a) The newer constructed portion of road north of the Lougheed Highway that
joins up with Hayward Street be renamed Hayward Street rather than Hayward
Street Connector;

(b) The portion of "Hayward Street" that that runs north off of DonateIli Avenue and
connects to Hayward Street be renamed "Hayward Street South" with a new
blue blade sign being installed; and

(c) A sign be erected at the entrance to "Hayward Place" which indicates it is a "No
Through Road" and the directional signage that was initially erected to direct
traffic in the area be removed.

CARRIED

LATE ITEM — Mission Arts Council Funding

Moved by Mayor Atebe, and

RECOMMENDED:

1. 	 That council approve a one-time special arts and culture grant to the Mission
Arts Council in the amount of $3,500 from accumulated surplus to fund the gift
of a native carved house post as a gift to our sister city Oyama Japan; and
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2. 	 That if the Mission Arts Council receives a gaming grant in 2009 they will
reimburse the District for these funds.

CARRIED

RC09/559
AUG. 17/09

RC09/560
AUG. 17/09

RC09/561
AUG. 17/09

RC09/562
AUG. 17/09

OPPOSED: Councillor Stevens

7. ENGINEERING AND PUBLIC WORKS

Councillor Gidda assumed the Chair.

ABC Media Street Cans Licence Agreement Extension

Moved by Councillor Plecas, and

RECOMMENDED: That the licence agreement with ABC Media Ltd. be extended for
a further five-year term, as provided for in the original agreement and amended to
include the provision for dual compartment receptacles to collect refuse and
recyclable materials.
CARRIED

8. RESOLUTION TO RISE AND REPORT

Mayor Atebe resumed the Chair.

Moved by Councillor Gidda, seconded by Councillor Plecas, and

RESOLVED: That the committee of the whole now rise and report.
CARRIED

9. ADOPTION OF COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE REPORT

Moved by Councillbr Stevens, seconded by Councillor Scudder, and

RESOLVED: That the recommendations of the committee of the whole, as
contained in items RC09/543 to RC09/560 except item RC09/558 (Mission Arts
Council funding), be adopted.
CARRIED

Moved by Councillor Stewart, seconded by Councillor Plecas, and

RESOLVED: That the recommendation of the committee of the whole, as contained
in item RC09/558 (Mission Arts Council funding), be adopted.
CARRI ED
OPPOSED: Councillor Stevens
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RC09/563
AUG. 17/09

RC09/564
AUG. 17/09

RC09/565
AUG. 17/09

RC09/566
AUG. 17/09

RC09/567
AUG. 17/09

10. BYLAWS

District of Mission Municipal Ticket Information Amending
Bylaw 5058-2009-2646(15)

Moved by Councillor Stewart, seconded by Councillor Plecas, and

RESOLVED: That District of Mission municipal ticket information amending bylaw
5058-2009-2646(15) be adopted.
CARRIED

District of Mission Water Amending Bylaw 5059-2009-2196(18)

Moved by Councillor Gidda, seconded by Councillor Scudder, and

RESOLVED: That District of Mission water amending bylaw 5059-2009-2196(18) be
adopted.
CARRIED

District of Mission Zoning Amending Bylaw 5007-2008-3143(319)
(R08-005-Castro) - 33043 - 2nd Avenue

Moved by Councillor Stevens, seconded by Councillor Stewart, and

RESOLVED: That District of Mission zoning amending bylaw 5007-2008-3143(319)
(R08-005-Castro) be read a third time.
DEFEATED
OPPOSED: Councillor Gidda

Councillor Pieces
Councillor Scudder

District of Mission Dog Licencing and Animal Control and Impounding
Amending Bylaw 5060-2009-1782(22)

Moved by Councillor Scudder, seconded by Councillor Stewart, and

RESOLVED: That District of Missioh dog licencing and animal control and
impounding amending bylaw 5060-2009-1782(22) be read a first, second and third
time.
CARRIED

11. MINUTES

Moved by Councillor Gidda, seconded by Councillor Pieces, and

RESOLVED: That the minutes of the regular meeting of council held on August 4,
2009 and the minutes of the special meetings of council held on July 9, July 17 and
August 10, 2009 be adopted.
CARRIED
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12.OTHER BUSINESS

There was no other business.

13.CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER'S REPORT

The chief administrative officer did not report.

14.MAYOR'S REPORT

The mayor did not report.

15.COUNCILLOR'S REPORTS ON COMMITTEES, BOARDS AND ACTIVITIES

Councillor Pieces reported on various activities, meetings and events attended since
the last regular council meeting.

16.QUESTION PERIOD

There were no questions from the public.

17.ADJOURNMENT

Moved by Councillor Gidda, seconded by Councillor Pieces, and

RESOLVED: That the meeting be adjourned.
CARRIED

The meeting was adjourned at 8:25 p.m.

JAMES ATEBE, MAYOR 	 DENNIS CLARK, DIRECTOR OF
CORPORATE ADMINISTRATION

GAcierk\minutesVc090817.aoc
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